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NOTE FROM THE SECRETARIAT 

 The purpose of this report is to identify sustainable materials management (SMM) policy 
instruments that are currently in use across OECD countries. A review of selected SMM policy instruments 
evaluates the extent to which the instruments are efficient and effective at achieving SMM. Lessons 
learned from existing policy implementation have been used to formulate conclusions and 
recommendations for the structure of future SMM policy instruments.  

 An earlier version of this report provided input to the OECD Global Forum on Sustainable 
Materials Management held in Mechelen, Belgium from 25 to 27 October 2010, where it was discussed 
together with two other policy reports (Setting and using targets for SMM and Policy Principles for SMM). 

 It has been prepared by Dr. Dominic Hogg, Alison Holmes, Duncan Wilson, Catherine Beswick, 
and Lisa Eve, from Eunomia Research and Consulting. 

 This project was made possible through financial contributions from Finland, Spain, the 
European Commission and the United States of America. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

Sustainable materials management (SMM) is an approach which aims to promote the sustainable use 
of materials from the point of resource extraction through to material disposal. Increased material 
sustainability should not only aim to reduce negative environmental impacts, but also account for 
economic efficiency and social considerations.  

In the context of this research a policy is considered to be an action taken by a government which 
changes ‘the rules’ in some way, thereby affecting the way in which all actors targeted by the policy 
behave. This definition is more applicable to ‘hard’ policy (e.g. targets backed up by sanctions), whereas 
‘soft’ policy approaches tend to rely upon voluntaristic commitments with no associated threat of a 
sanction. Policy instruments are the mechanisms by which outcomes and objectives are expected to be met, 
such as action plans, strategies, formal and informal agreements, and mixes of instruments in the form of 
programmes and plans.  

Objectives 

This research seeks to identify current sustainable materials management policy instruments across 
OECD countries. A review of selected SMM policy instruments evaluates the extent to which the 
instruments are efficient and effective at achieving SMM. Lessons learned from existing policy 
implementation have been used to formulate conclusions and recommendations for the structure of future 
SMM policy instruments. It should be noted that the case study review could not cover all aspects of SMM 
policies, so the conclusions and recommendations may reflect this. 

Key Findings 

The overview of SMM policy instruments identified a vast range of policies which address SMM 
issues. However, these policy instruments have not all been designed with the SMM principles in mind – 
but were nevertheless found to impact upon SMM.  

A pattern has emerged which shows an increasing focus across the life-cycle with a progressive shift 
away from an end-of-life focus. Policy instruments are increasingly found within packages and 
programmes in order to account for materials across the whole life-cycle.  

Having developed an assessment methodology the following eight case studies were identified for 
further evaluation: 

• Japan’s Sound Material-Cycle Society; 

• UK Climate Change Act; 

• California’s Green Chemistry Initiative; 

• Electronic Product Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT); 

• EU Sustainable Consumption & Production; 

• EU Green Public Procurement (GPP); 

• Dutch Chain-Oriented Waste Policy; and 
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• UK’s Clothing Product Roadmap. 

Case studies provide information on the background to the introduction of the policy, timelines, cost, 
institutional setting and quantitative evaluation, which resulted in drawing together key lessons learned and 
identification of recommendations and conclusions for future SMM policy-making.  

Conclusions 

Key Principles: The SMM concept’s all-encompassing approach has led to a series of programmes 
and plans seeking to have a wide-ranging effect. However, this approach does not appear to have readily 
translated into ‘hard’ policy. SMM activity aims to address either environmental externalities or 
information failures but there has been little attempt to value externalities and assess the costs relative to 
the associated benefits. 

Choice of Indicators: Indicators play an important role in either the development of SMM policy or 
the monitoring of a scheme’s performance. Indicators are developed so as to directly measure sustainability 
of materials use, in line with the holistic nature of SMM. A key problem is a lack of availability of data 
with which to calculate the indicator itself. 

Choice of Targets: Whilst SMM policy approaches often employ targets to achieve success, there 
appears to be a trade-off between the nature of targets and the breadth of their coverage. It appears that 
products tend to be subjected to a range of standards, whilst objectives for SMM at the economy wide level 
involve rather fewer ‘macro-targets’. 

Measurability of Targets and Indicators: A fundamental necessity of a successful indicator should 
be ease of measurability in order to assess the impact of the associated policy. A lack of quantitative data 
and time series trends by which to assess SMM policy was identified but reflects the relatively recent 
nature of some policies and the current target development which is taking place. The Use of Expert 
Groups / Independent Bodies: A board of independent advisors helps to  ensure that a neutral position is 
maintained and that the approach has a life beyond the next change in Government. 

Hard vs. Soft Policy: The very nature of SMM has led to a substantial number of voluntary, or ‘soft’ 
mechanisms. Evidence suggests that soft approaches do not impact as strongly as ‘hard’ policies, such as 
regulatory instruments and market based approaches. However, a transition from ‘soft’ to ‘hard’ policy 
appears to be less than straightforward where some SMM objectives are concerned.  

Effects Outside the Originating Country: The global nature of most supply chains and the market-
place means there is scope to impact beyond borders. 

Integration: There is some concern that SMM could become too integrated within the environmental 
agenda and as such become marginalised. Integrating the issue within the mainstream agenda, particularly 
of economic/finance ministries, is likely to be a more productive approach. 

The ‘Life-cycle’ Beyond the Environment: A life-cycle perspective is commonly applied within the 
context of SMM. However, despite LCA taking a life-cycle approach it focuses solely on environmental 
issues, with no regard for other key aspects of sustainability. Social issues do not appear to have been 
given great prominence in the case studies reviewed.  
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Recommendations 

1. SMM policy development is no different to policy development in other areas. The aim should be 
to address failings in the market, and as far as possible, the benefits of policy should outweigh the 
costs of its deployment 

2. There are limitations in the extent to which first best policies can be applied at present. In order 
to overcome some of these, it is recommended that a more focused effort is made to ensure that 
more work is undertaken to make stronger links between impacts identified as important in life-
cycle assessment, and the valuation of these through economic techniques. 

3. To the extent that target-based measures continue to be seen as important: 

• Macro- based targets affecting the whole economy should be small in number, sufficiently 
ambitious to drive change (and to give investors confidence that the change will be pursued 
strongly), and revised periodically over time through pre-announced reviews; 

• Care should be taken to ensure burden-shifting does not occur to an undesirable extent; 

• In measures affecting the whole life-cycle or products / material streams, objective opinion 
from expert groups is likely to be important in setting targets (and apportioning targets 
across actors with responsibilities in different stages of the life-cycle) 

• Micro-based targets and standards affecting specific products can be larger in number, and 
should be revised frequently so as to provide a continuous driver for change; 

• All targets should be readily measurable 

4. There may be a role for the OECD in contributing to the development of product-based standards 
since the internationally traded nature of many products can lead to standards developed in one 
country becoming a de facto international standard 

5. As environmental (and other) policies become more prevalent, so does the degree to which 
environmental costs are internalised by policy changes. SMM policies need to ensure that 
specific externalities are internalised in a consistent manner across the board. Furthermore, where 
some specific policies are concerned, such as Green Procurement, explicit attention needs to be 
given to the extent of internalisation of environmental costs so as to ensure that green 
procurement criteria are not applied to a procurement process that has already been ‘greened’; 

6. If SMM policies are to become integrated within the wider economic context, then: 

• Policy makers need to engage across what are often awkward departmental divides; 

• There would appear to be merit in seeking to have included, within the wider financial and 
budget setting process, key SMM targets; and 

• The use of market based instruments, specifically, measures designed to internalise 
environmental (and social) costs, is likely to attract more attention. These will also impact 
on consumption through their influence on demand 

It should not be forgotten that SMM is not just about ‘the environment’. SMM policies need to 
address social as well as economic and environmental issues. 
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RÉSUMÉ 

Contexte 

La gestion durable des matières (GDM) est une approche qui vise à promouvoir l’utilisation durable 
des matières, depuis l’extraction des ressources jusqu’à l’élimination des matières. Cet effort pour accroître 
la durabilité des matières ne doit pas seulement viser à réduire les impacts environnementaux négatifs mais 
doit aussi prendre en compte l’efficience économique et les aspects sociaux.  

Dans le cadre de la présente étude, on entend par politique publique une action gouvernementale qui 
modifie quelque peu  « les règles » et qui a une incidence sur le comportement de tous les acteurs visés par 
cette politique. Cette définition s’applique davantage aux politiques contraignantes (comportant, par 
exemple, des objectifs appuyés par des sanctions) qu’aux approches non contraignantes qui recourent 
généralement à des engagements volontaires ne comportant pas de menaces de sanction. Les instruments 
des politiques publiques sont les mécanismes par lesquels les résultats et les objectifs sont censés être 
atteints : plans d’action, stratégies, accords formels et informels, et panoplies de mesures sous la forme de 
programmes et de plans.  

Objectif 

Cette étude vise à recenser les instruments actuels des politiques de gestion durable des matières dans 
les pays de l’OCDE. L’examen d’une sélection de ces instruments permet d’en évaluer le degré 
d’efficience et d’efficacité. Les enseignements tirés de la mise en œuvre des politiques en vigueur sont 
utilisés pour formuler des conclusions et des recommandations concernant la structure des futurs 
instruments des politiques de GDM. Il est à noter que le fait que les études de cas n’aient pas pu couvrir 
tous les aspects des politiques de GDM transparaît probablement dans les conclusions et les 
recommandations. 

Principaux résultats 

Le tour d’horizon des instruments des politiques de gestion durable des matières a permis de recenser 
un large éventail de politiques touchant aux questions de GDM. Si tous ces instruments n’ont pas été 
conçus en tenant compte des principes de la GDM, ils se trouvent néanmoins avoir une incidence dans ce 
domaine.  

Ce recensement a fait apparaître une tendance à l’abandon progressif de l’optique axée sur la fin du 
cycle de vie au profit de la prise en compte de l’ensemble de ce cycle. On constate que les instruments des 
politiques sont de plus en plus souvent intégrés à des trains de mesures ou à des programmes de façon à 
prendre en compte les matières tout au long de leur cycle de vie.  

Après avoir élaboré une méthode d’évaluation, les huit études de cas suivantes ont été retenues pour 
une analyse plus approfondie :  

• Édification d’une société fondée sur un cycle rationnel des matières au Japon ; 

• Loi sur le changement climatique au Royaume-Uni ; 
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• Initiative pour la chimie verte en Californie ; 

• Outil d’évaluation environnementale des produits électroniques (EPEAT) ; 

• Consommation et production durables dans l’UE; 

• Marchés publics écologiques de l’UE (MPE); 

• Politique des déchets axée sur la chaîne des matières aux Pays-Bas ; et 

• Feuille de route du Royaume-Uni dans le secteur des vêtements. 

L’analyse de ces études de cas a fourni des informations sur le contexte dans lequel s’inscrit 
l’introduction des différentes politiques, le calendrier, le coût, le cadre institutionnel et l’évaluation 
quantitative ; ces informations ont permis de tirer les principaux enseignements à partir desquels ont été 
dégagées des conclusions et des recommandations pour l’élaboration des futures politiques de GDM.  

Conclusions 

Principes clés : L’approche globale relative au concept de GDM a donné lieu à une série de 
programmes et de plans cherchant à avoir des effets de vaste portée. Toutefois, cette approche ne semble 
pas avoir rapidement débouché sur des politiques contraignantes. La GDM a pour objectif de s’attaquer 
aux externalités environnementales ou aux déficits d’informations, mais peu d’efforts ont été faits pour 
déterminer la valeur des externalités et évaluer les coûts liés aux avantages qui leur sont associés.  

Choix des indicateurs : Les indicateurs jouent un rôle important dans l’élaboration d’une politique 
publique de GDM ou dans le suivi des performances d’un dispositif. Les indicateurs sont élaborés de façon 
à mesurer directement la durabilité de l’utilisation des matières comme l’exige le caractère global de la 
GDM. Un problème majeur tient au manque de données pour calculer ces indicateurs.  

Choix des objectifs : Si, pour être fructueuses, les politiques de GDM recourent souvent à des 
objectifs, un arbitrage semble cependant être opéré entre la nature des objectifs et leur portée. Les produits 
paraissent faire l’objet d’un large éventail de normes, alors que les objectifs en matière de GDM à l’échelle 
macroéconomique comportent relativement moins de « macro-objectifs ». 

Mesurabilité des objectifs et des indicateurs : Pour qu’un indicateur soit performant, il est 
indispensable qu’il soit facile à mesurer pour évaluer l’impact de la politique à laquelle il est associé. On  
constate un manque de données quantitatives et d’informations sur l’évolution des données chronologiques 
permettant d’évaluer les politiques de GDM, mais ces lacunes s’expliquent par le caractère relativement 
récent de certaines politiques et par l’évolution actuelle des objectifs.  

Recours  à des groupes d’experts et à des organismes indépendants : Un comité de conseillers 
indépendants permet de veiller au maintien d’une position neutre et à la pérennité de l’approche par-delà 
les changements de gouvernement. 

Politique contraignante ou politique non contraignante : La nature même de la GDM a conduit à 
mettre en œuvre un nombre important de mécanismes volontaires ou non contraignants. Selon les 
indications disponibles, ces approches n’ont pas autant d’impact que des politiques contraignantes comme 
les instruments réglementaires et les approches fondées sur le marché. Toutefois, le passage d’une 
politique non contraignante à une politique contraignante semble relativement peu aisé lorsqu’il s’agit 
d’atteindre des objectifs de GDM.  
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Impacts en dehors du pays d’origine : Le caractère mondial de la plupart des chaînes 
d’approvisionnement et du marché signifie qu’il est possible d’avoir un impact par-delà les frontières 
nationales. 

Intégration : Certains craignent que la GDM ne soit intégrée aux priorités environnementales et 
qu’elle y soit marginalisée. Il serait plus fructueux de la faire figurer parmi les priorités gouvernementales 
générales, en particulier celles des ministères de l’Économie et/ou des Finances.  

Analyse du cycle de vie au-delà des impacts environnementaux : Dans le cadre de la GDM, on 
pratique souvent l’analyse du cycle de vie. Or celle-ci se focalise exclusivement sur les questions 
d’environnement, sans tenir compte d’autres aspects fondamentaux de la durabilité. C’est ainsi que les 
études de cas examinées ne semblent pas avoir accordé beaucoup d’importance aux aspects sociaux.  

Recommandations 

1. L’élaboration des politiques de GDM ne diffère pas de celle des politiques dans d’autres 
domaines. Elle doit viser à remédier aux défaillances du marché et, dans toute la mesure du 
possible, les avantages procurés par les politiques doivent compenser leur coût de mise en œuvre.  

2. Il existe des limites aux possibilités actuelles d’application de politiques optimales. Pour pallier 
certaines d’entre elles, il est recommandé de mieux cibler l’effort pour faire en sorte que 
davantage de travaux soient menés en vue d’une articulation plus étroite entre les impacts 
identifiés comme importants dans l’analyse du cycle de vie et leur valorisation par des techniques 
économiques. 

3. Comme les mesures visant des objectifs spécifiques continuent à être considérées comme 
importantes : 

• Les objectifs macro-économiques doivent être en nombre réduit, suffisamment ambitieux 
pour stimuler le changement (et convaincre les investisseurs de sa pérennité)  et revus 
périodiquement dans le cadre d’examens annoncés à l’avance.  

• Il convient de veiller à ce qu’un « déplacement des impacts » n’ait pas trop de conséquences 
indésirables. 

• S’agissant des mesures qui visent l’ensemble du cycle de vie ou les flux de 
produits/matières, il importe de bénéficier de l’avis objectif de groupes d’experts pour fixer 
les objectifs (et les répartir entre les acteurs exerçant des responsabilités aux différents stades 
du cycle de vie).  

• Les objectifs micro-économiques et les normes visant des produits particuliers peuvent être 
plus nombreux et doivent être fréquemment revus de façon à alimenter en continu le moteur 
du changement. 

• Tous les objectifs doivent être aisément mesurables. 

4. L’OCDE pourrait avoir un rôle à jouer en contribuant à définir des normes applicables aux 
produits : en effet, nombre de produits faisant l’objet d’échanges internationaux, une norme 
élaborée dans un pays donné peut devenir de fait une norme internationale. 

5. Au fur et à mesure du développement des politiques environnementales (entre autres), le degré 
d’internalisation des coûts environnementaux induit par les changements apportés aux politiques 
s’accroît. Les politiques de GDM doivent veiller à ce que les externalités spécifiques soient 
internalisées de manière uniformément cohérente.  De surcroît, en ce qui concerne certaines 
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politiques spécifiques comme celle des marchés publics écologiques, une attention toute 
particulière doit être portée au degré d’internalisation des coûts environnementaux pour veiller à 
ce que des critères d’achats publics écologiques ne soient pas appliqués à une procédure qui a 
déjà été « écologisée ». 

6. Si les politiques de GDM sont intégrées au cadre économique général : 

• Les décideurs seront confrontés à un découpage ministériel souvent difficile à manier.  

• Il pourra être utile de chercher à inclure des objectifs clés de GDM  dans les processus de 
programmation financière et budgétaire. 

• Les instruments de marché et plus particulièrement les mesures visant à internaliser les coûts 
environnementaux (et sociaux) seront probablement davantage utilisés. Ces instruments 
auront aussi un impact sur la consommation de par leur incidence sur la demande.  

Il convient de ne pas oublier que la GDM ne concerne pas seulement l’environnement. En plus des 
questions économiques et environnementales, les politiques de GDM doivent prendre en compte les 
aspects sociaux. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1. The overarching goal of this research is to identify current policy instruments relevant to 
Sustainable Materials Management (SMM) and ascertain what may need to be done in order to improve 
both the effectiveness and the efficiency of these instruments. This research has been undertaken in three 
distinct phases which have sought:  

1. to provide an overview of SMM-related policy instruments currently being implemented across 
OECD countries in order to understand the range and type of policies which have been applied 
and to develop a methodology by which to select a range of SMM policies to become case 
studies; 

2. to select a range of policies, varying by policy mechanism, country and life-cycle stage impact, to 
research at a much greater level of detail in order to gain a better understanding of the policy 
implementation and to gauge the extent of the impact. The intention is not necessarily to choose 
programmes, plans and policies which are successful, but rather to select case studies which, 
when analysed in more detail, can give hints as to how to design efficient and effective policy 
instruments in the field of SMM policy development across OECD countries; and 

3. to draw together the transferable lessons learned from the case studies to formulate more general 
conclusions and make recommendations regarding the structure of an efficient and effective 
SMM policy instrument.  

2. This report is a synthesis of this rather large body of work. It provide a summary of stages one 
and two described above, before discussing lessons learned more generally, and presenting our conclusions 
and recommendations for the future of SMM policy instruments. 

1.1 Context 

1.1.1 What is Sustainable Materials Management? 

3. The working definition of SMM is:  

“an approach to promote sustainable materials use, integrating actions targeted at reducing negative 
environmental impacts and preserving natural capital throughout the life-cycle of materials, taking 
into account economic efficiency and social equity” (from Outcome of first OECD workshop on 
SMM) 

4. The OECD Working Group on Waste Prevention and Recycling (WGWPR) included the 
following explanatory notes: 1  

                                                      
1 OECD (2005) Outcome of the First OECD Workshop on Sustainable Materials Management, Report to the 

Working Group on Waste Prevention and Recycling, Available: 
http://www.olis.oecd.org/olis/2005doc.nsf/LinkTo/NT0000686E/$FILE/JT03232834.PDF  
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““Materials” include all those extracted or derived from natural resources, which may be either 
inorganic or organic substances, at all points throughout their life-cycles. 
“Life-cycle of materials” includes all activities related to materials such as extraction, 
transportation, production, consumption, material/product reuse, recovery and disposal. 
An economically efficient outcome is achieved when net benefits to society as a whole are maximised. 
A variety of policy tools can support SMM, such as economic, regulatory and information instruments 
and partnerships. 
SMM may take place at different levels, including firm/sector and different government levels. 
SMM may cover different geographical areas and time horizons.” 

5. In a separate work stream, underlying principles of SMM policy were established. These are as 
follows:  

a) Preserve natural capital (where natural capital includes materials, energy, water, land, air and 
ecosystems); 

b) Design and manage materials, products and processes for safety and sustainability from a life-
cycle perspective; 

c) Use the full diversity of policy instruments to stimulate and reinforce sustainable economic, 
environmental and social outcomes; and 

d) Engage all parts of society to take active, ethically-based responsibility for achieving sustainable 
outcomes.  

6. This work, and in particular, its recommendations, draws upon these principles.  

1.1.2 What is a Policy? 

7. A policy, in the context of this research, is considered to be an action taken by a government 
which changes ‘the rules’ in some way, thereby affecting the way in which all actors targeted by the policy 
behave. For the avoidance of doubt, this does not include specific actions undertaken unilaterally by a 
company or an organisation under its own initiative.   

8. Throughout this report policies are referred to as both ‘soft’ and ‘hard’. It is important to try to 
define what is meant by these terms to provide a consistent context for this report. However, it is likely that 
the distinction between the two terms varies considerably across OECD countries and because of this 
variation defining the two terms is difficult.  

9.  Nevertheless, in an attempt to make this distinction, a hard policy would include regulation and 
economic instruments to the extent that these apply to all (non-exempt) actors targeted by the policy. 
Within soft policies, we include approaches which incorporate a voluntaristic element, including, for 
example, commitments from industry where there is no associated threat of a sanction. It is worth noting 
that this distinction can be somewhat blurred in cases where voluntaristic measures set de-facto standards 
in the market place. The literature also highlights a range of measures under the general heading of 
‘voluntary approaches’ to environmental improvement. These range from the purely voluntary, to those 
where a negotiated environmental agreement is established under the threat of the use of alternative ‘hard’ 
policy measures by Government.2 

                                                      
2 See OECD (1999) Voluntary Approaches for Environmental Policy: An Assessment, Paris: OECD; OECD (2003) 

Voluntary Approaches for Environmental Policy: Effectiveness, Efficiency and Usage in Policy Mixes, Paris: 
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10. Results from the recent OECD survey on SMM-related activities show that very few OECD 
countries have a formal definition of, or policies that specifically address, SMM. As Section 2 shows, there 
are many policies which have not been designed as SMM policies, but which, nonetheless, contribute, to 
achieving one part the overall objective of SMM: policies and programmes which set out from the outset to 
take a more encompassing view are still rare. The SMM concept brings together a broad array of 
considerations of a social, economic and environmental nature. The encompassing nature of SMM presents 
institutional challenges for Governments. As Section 11 suggests, one possible reason why comprehensive 
SMM policies may be difficult to develop is likely to be the difficulty experienced in aligning the views of 
multiple stakeholders regarding SMM, including different Government departments with different 
responsibilities within SMM. 

1.1.3 SMM Policy Instruments 

11. In principle, ‘SMM policies’ include all policies which contribute to meeting SMM objectives.  
The review of policies adopts this more general perspective.  

12. In the case studies, however, we were asked by OECD to look specifically at policies, 
programmes and action plans which had adopted a more holistic (i.e. across the whole life-cycle) SMM 
perspective from the outset.  

13. In principle, a coherent approach to SMM policy might, indeed, be expected to look at the 
management of materials across their life-cycle. However, it is recognised that policies currently in place 
usually focus on one particular part of a material’s life-cycle because of the complications associated with 
“expanding the policy approach to cover the whole life-cycle of materials”.3 Furthermore, there are good 
reasons to believe that there are few cases where one specific policy instrument could achieve all that 
might be desired of SMM policy, and that therefore, even a coherent ‘policy approach’ to SMM will 
require, in any case, a range of policy instruments. 

14. SMM is a relatively new approach. Policies, plans and programmes which have been introduced 
specifically to address SMM, or under the SMM policy framework, have not been in place for many years 
(and so, as will become clear, there is little by way of demonstrable track record to show whether they have 
been a success).4 Conversely, once this constraint on the search for policies is relaxed, we are left with a 
very broad research scope (as demonstrated by the review in this report) which includes policies which 
impact upon SMM, but are not labelled as such. .It was felt that this more encompassing approach had to 
be taken due to the difficulties associated with identifying ‘SMM’ labelled policies. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             
OECD; and P. ten Brink (2002) Prologue, in P. ten Brink (ed.) (2002) Voluntary Environmental Agreements: 
Process, Practice and Future Use, Sheffield: Greeenleaf Publishing. 

3 OECD (2009) Report of the 2nd Survey on SMM-Related Activities in OECD Countries, Report for the Working 
Group on Waste Prevention and Recycling, Available: 
http://www.olis.oecd.org/olis/2008doc.nsf/LinkTo/NT00007ECE/$FILE/JT03258740.PDF 

4 OECD (2009) Report of the 2nd Survey on SMM-Related Activities in OECD Countries, Report for the Working 
Group on Waste Prevention and Recycling, Available: 
http://www.olis.oecd.org/olis/2008doc.nsf/LinkTo/NT00007ECE/$FILE/JT03258740.PDF 
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2. SMM POLICY INSTRUMENT OVERVIEW 

2.1 Background 
15. The first phase of the work involved a review of policies used in OECD countries which have 
contributed to SMM objectives.  

16. The work was based upon a review of secondary sources for provision of information, as well as 
information from the OECD.5. The aim was not, to list every SMM-policy that exists, but to undertake a 
broad survey across a range of policies which are addressing aspects of SMM.  

17. A questionnaire was also developed for sending to the Working Group on Waste Prevention and 
Recycling to complement this research. Seven completed questionnaires were received and the information 
was incorporated within the review.  

18. The Chapter merely summarises the policies considered. A separate report was produced as an 
interim deliverable which highlighted the policy instruments that have been used. 

2.2 Summary of Literature Review 

19. The review (summarised in Figure 1) is structured using the material life-cycle stages. Any 
classification, however, of SMM policy instruments is difficult because of the breadth of policies which 
can reasonably be held to fall under the definition.  

20. There appears to have been a recent shift from policy instruments that exert an impact across one 
or two stages of the material life-cycle, towards policy packages that adopt an approach which considers 
the whole life-cycle, shifting emphasis away from ‘end of life’ policies, and giving a greater emphasis to 
upstream interventions. Increasingly, the intention seems to be that policies should, in future, become more 
cross-cutting, integrated and life-cycle focused in their nature (e.g. IPP, SCP and dematerialisation / waste 
prevention). Focusing on earlier stages in the material life-cycle is an approach which addresses the cause 
rather than the symptom, potentially leading to more efficient use of resources throughout the life-cycle, 
and elimination of hazards through environmentally informed design.6 

                                                      
5 The most relevant output here is: OECD (2009) Report of the 2nd Survey on SMM-Related Activities in OECD 

Countries, Report for the Working Group on Waste Prevention and Recycling, Available: 
http://www.olis.oecd.org/olis/2008doc.nsf/LinkTo/NT00007ECE/$FILE/JT03258740.PDF 

6 See Geiser, K. (2001) Materials Matter: Toward a Sustainable Materials Policy, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology 
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Figure 1: Summary of SMM Policy Instruments 
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3. POLICY INSTRUMENT ASSESSMENT 

21. The overall aim of investigating some SMM policies in greater detail was:  

a) to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the policies identified; and  

b) in so doing, to identify key transferable lessons regarding, for example, the required institutional 
setting and the nature of implementation, for countries of a similar level of economic activity.  

22. As noted previously, the OECD was keen to examine policies, programmes and action plans that 
were rooted in an SMM perspective. Because these have tended to be more recent initiatives, however, in 
respect of the first of the above two points, evaluation has proved somewhat difficult owing to the short-
lived nature of some of the policies reviewed. This problem was anticipated, and indeed, it was expected 
that the report might highlight challenges being faced by those developing the policies, plans and 
programmes under examination. 

3.1 Case Study Selection 

23. The case studies were identified in consultation with relevant stakeholders. Although two case 
studies in particular are highlighted as forward looking it must be recognised that all of the case studies 
selected are ‘work in progress’ and are therefore continuously developing.   

24. The following selected Sustainable Materials Management policy instruments exemplify SMM 
policy implementation from across a range of OECD countries:  

• Japan’s Sound Material-Cycle Society (Section 4) 

This is an integrated policy package based on principles of creating a sustainable material-cycle 
society. The policy’s focus on circulating materials throughout the economy encompasses the 
whole material life-cycle.  

• UK Climate Change Act (Section 5) 

To the extent that materials embody energy, and that this is central to climate change concerns, so 
the Climate Change Act effectively addresses all aspects of SMM.  

• California’s Green Chemistry Initiative (Section 6) 

The key aim is to reduce the hazardousness of chemicals thereby making environmentally benign 
products which are more easily reused, recycled, or disposed of, thereby addressing most 
elements of the life-cycle.  

• Electronic Product Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT) (Section 7) 
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EPEAT stimulates research into product design and eco-innovation. The specific criteria for end-
of-life product design included in EPEAT, including ability to deconstruct products for recycling, 
demonstrates a key element for a cradle-to-cradle policy instrument framework.  

• EU Sustainable Consumption & Production (Section 8) 

The EU SCP programme’s overall aim is to focus on the whole material life-cycle. However, the 
Action Plan currently focuses on consumption and production issues. 

• Green Public Procurement (GPP) (Section 8.6) 

GPP has the potential to influence the entire life-cycle. However, as it stands it is likely to most 
greatly impact upon the production and consumption life-cycle phases. 

• Dutch Chain-Oriented Waste Policy (Section 9) 

The Chain-Oriented Waste Policy programme aims to address the environmental impacts acting 
across the whole material chain. 

• UK’s Clothing Product Roadmap (Section 10) 

The UK’s Clothing Product Roadmap intends to target all aspects of the industry’s supply chain 
but where the actions actually fall is determined by the commitments set out in the action plan.  

25. It is recognised that not all of the case studies represent ‘hard policy’. Some of these are 
initiatives or programmes which are often implemented on a more voluntary basis. Where this is the case, 
Section 11 will aim to make recommendations on how changes can be made to strengthen the policy 
implementation.  

26. There are clearly some grey areas with regards to what would be classified as a true SMM-policy 
given both the developing nature of the concept and the vast scope which the concept could be deemed to 
cover (see Section 2). It is clear that some policies identified throughout the review would be considered as 
‘transition’ policies which are advancing towards what might be termed ‘fully developed’ SMM policy.  

3.2 Policy Instrument Assessment Methodology 

27. A summary of the way in which the methodology seeks to explore the environmental 
effectiveness and efficiency implications of SMM policy instruments is noted below.  

a) What is the environmental effectiveness of this policy instrument? 

• Identify the changes in the environmental issue that the policy sought to address – e.g. 
whether pollution levels, or use of natural resources, or use of energy had declined; 

• Assess the costs of the policy to different actors; 

• Clarify the other drivers that have been in place / implemented. An understanding of these 
different issues is needed to allow a fair judgement to be drawn as to the role of the policy 
itself; 

• Assess what role the policy has played in changing, for example, levels of emissions 
/polluting product reduction or reductions in natural resource and material use.   
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• In some cases, valuable changes in technology or technique, and innovation, arise through 
the application of policies and parallel measures. An attempt will be made to identify these 
where they occurred. 

• Did the policy set in train new incentives that led to illegal avoidance measures? If so, to 
what extent were these anticipated, and why were they not addressed? 

b) What social outcomes follow from implementation of the policy? 

28. The social equity and ethical dimension is recognised in the SMM policy principles as an 
important aspect of SMM. Where relevant, SMM policies should seek to influence such matters; and 

c) Is the policy instrument efficient from the economic perspective? 

29. Regarding efficiency, the design of the policy instrument needs to be taken into account. This 
includes whether the instrument has been based upon an analysis of external costs and benefits associated 
with the pollutant / resource under discussion (and indeed, whether this could be done).   

30. Finally, the analysis will seek to understand whether there are general lessons which can be 
learned from the design and implementation of the policy of relevance to the development of SMM 
policies more generally.  

31. Two complicating factors in respect of assessment of SMM policies are: 

a) The broadening of the scope of policy, i.e. increasing from a focus on just one stage of the 
material life-cycle to a broader aim looking at several stages or the whole material-life-cycle; and 

b) The additional number of policies which might be included – effectively a shift from a single 
‘policy instrument’ approach to a multi-policy / initiative approach – itself leading to an 
expansion of the problem of attributing  specific outcomes to the policies being considered.  

32. The first point might be expected to lead to a requirement for measures of sustainability, or 
suitable proxies, to be used in order to take account of the policy impact over the material life-cycle.  

33. The second complicating factor is less straightforward to address. In a situation where there is 
just one policy which is being assessed it is vital to ask the question, ‘what would have happened had the 
policy, or programme of policies, not been introduced?’ This is known as the problem of the 
counterfactual. It involves looking at the background policy context and identifying other policies and 
ongoing / emerging trends which may have influenced the target/aim of the policy in question. This 
presents problems when evaluating relatively discrete policy interventions. It would be an immense 
challenge to understand the effects of a range of policy initiatives, each seeking to influence aspects of 
SMM. 

34. The extent to which details of this nature can be unravelled is strongly dependent on the data 
available in a given case study context.  
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4. JAPAN’S SOUND MATERIAL-CYCLE SOCIETY 

35. Japan has developed a policy package working towards a ‘Sound Material-Cycle Society’ 
(SMCS). This policy package incorporates existing legislation and programs, and provides a framework to 
develop new areas of work with the overall aim of reducing the impact of products during their life-cycle. 
The SMCS is largely a strategic and legislative tool, which takes are more holistic approach rather than 
targeting a specific sector or material.   

4.1 Background and Context 
36. A key driver for Japan to improve their material’s management is the desire to become less 
reliant on imports. This stems from the oil crises of 1973 and 1978.  

4.1.1 The Fundamental Law 

37. The ‘Fundamental Law for Establishing a Sound Material-Cycle Society’ was passed in 2000 and 
sets out the criteria of a SMCS and the key principles.7 The Ministry for Environment for Japan, which was 
established in 2001, has primary responsibility for this Law. The three principles of the Fundamental Law 
were:  

a) Prevent products from becoming waste (later to represent the reduce of ‘the Three Rs’); 

b) Promote cyclical use of resources for which this is appropriate  (so-called ‘circulative resources’ 
– see below) (reuse/recycle); and 

c) Ensure appropriate disposal. 

38. The approaches of ‘discharger’s responsibility’ and ‘extended producer responsibility’ were 
given considerable force through use of legislative tools. The concept of ‘useful waste’ was introduced and 
these wastes are defined as ‘Circulative Resources’8 (CR), which later became a key component in 
measuring and monitoring the impact of the Fundamental Law.  

39. Initially, legislation heavily focussed on solid waste management because Japan’s landfills for 
industrial waste had limited remaining void space, and opportunities for new landfills were limited. In 
2004, the G8 Summit endorsed Japan’s proposed ‘3R initiative’, which aims to embed a waste hierarchy 
(reduce, reuse, recycle) approach to materials management.9 Japan’s 3R delivery strategy formed the basis 
for the Fundamental Plans discussed below.   

4.1.2 Delivery – The Fundamental Plans 

40. The (first) ‘Fundamental Plan’ for establishing a SMCS was agreed in 2003 and provides a 
comprehensive and strategic delivery plan for the goals of the Fundamental Law. The First Fundamental 
                                                      
7 Japan’s Ministry of the Environment, Fundamental Plan for Establishing a Sound Material-Cycle Society (outline), 

Available: http://www.env.go.jp/en/recycle/smcs/outline.pdf  
8 Ministry for the Environment, Government of Japan (2008), The (First) Fundamental Plan for Establishing a Sound 

Material-Cycle Society, Available: www.eu.go.jp  
9 www.gdrc.com/uem/waste/3R-index.html   
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Plan expanded Japan’s base of waste management and other initiatives to incorporate a full range of 
sustainability issues and programs. A recent review resulted in the Second Fundamental Plan, which was 
agreed in 2008.   

41. A more recent stimulus for this type of approach in Japan has been the state of the economy, with 
‘economic reasons’ and ‘international competitiveness’ cited as among the reasons for implementing the 
measures.10 A more sustainable approach to materials use and consumption is referred to as a way to 
address the current economic situation, as well as a means to achieve a SMCS. As a direct response to the 
economic downturn, Japan announced a draft plan called, “The Innovation for Green Economy and 
Society” in March 2009.11 The plan aims to aid economic recovery through green innovation of the 
economy and society. This is in the preliminary stages, with goals outlined but not yet agreed.   

4.2 Assessing the Impact of the SMM Instrument 

42. In a recent review of SMM initiatives across the OECD, Japan stated that it will measure the 
effectiveness of the SMCS by means of life-cycle assessment, material flow analysis, economic 
input/output analysis, and cost-benefit analysis. However the Second Fundamental Plan reported that: 

“there is insufficient information to enable evaluation of the reuse of CRs, due to delays in the 
development of statistics that would shed light on the effects of policies”.12   

43. A review of the data available in English shows varying levels of detail across the wide range of 
indicators mentioned in the Second Fundamental Plan. There are too many performance measures to carry 
out a complete analysis here. Therefore this section concentrates on the targets and goals at the higher 
levels, commenting on any data or monitoring information available, and indicating the current trend 
where this is clearly known.  

4.2.1 Performance Measures – High Level Targets 

44. The Fundamental Plan for Establishing a SMCS describes three measures for performance with 
appropriate targets: 

• Resource productivity (GDP/natural resources input) – the ‘inlet’ phase. A target of 60% 
improvement from the 2000 level by 2015 (equivalent to a target of 420,000 yen per ton by 
2015) has been set; 

• Cyclical use rate – the ‘cycle’ phase. A target of a 40-50% increase from a 2000 baseline to 
about 14-15% in 2015 has been set. This indicator appears to relate to the proportion of total 
material input to the economy which is kept within a productive use cycle. As such, it does 
not resemble a conventional recycling rate since the denominator is not ‘total waste’ but 
‘total material input’ to the economy;13 

                                                      
10 Environment Policy Committee of the OECD (2009), Report of the 2nd survey on SMM-related activities in OECD 

countries 
11 Minister of the Environment, Dr. Tetsuo Saito (2009) The Innovation for Green Economy and Society, Presentation 

April 20th 2009, Available: http://www.env.go.jp/en/focus/attach/090318-a3.pdf  
12 Ministry for the Environment, Government of Japan (2008), The Fundamental Plan for Establishing a Sound 

Material-Cycle Society, Available: www.eu.go.jp.  
13 Some materials may be used as inputs to the economy, but they might not arise as waste for many years thereafter. 

Good examples are fridges, parts of buildings, and any other durable goods, for which there is a time lag between 
‘production’ and ‘end-of-life’.,  
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• Final disposal amount – the ‘outlet’ phase. A target of 60% reduction from 2000 to 23 
million tonnes in 2015. 

45. Generally, the results for these three indicators show a positive trend, in some cases pre-dating 
the introduction of the SMCS policy. It is not yet entirely clear how the indicators will be measured and 
what is to be included within these.   

46. All trends that contribute towards the overall final disposal amount are positive, and appear to be 
well monitored. It is not clear, however, how much of the reduction in final disposal has resulted from a 
shift from landfill to incineration, and how much is attributable to improved material efficiency and 
recycling. However between 1990 and 2005, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from waste disposal have 
grown significantly (30% over the period).   

47. The overall Material Flow Accounts approach can be summarised in Figure 2 (which includes 
estimated figures from the 2005 financial year): 

Figure 2: Material Flow Accounts Approach 
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4.2.2 Supplementary Indicators 

48. Two supplementary targets were set in the Second Fundamental Plan relating to:  

• Resource productivity, excluding the input of earth and rock resources; and 

• Coordination with efforts directed towards a low-carbon society.   

49. The first target is intended to adjust for the impact that non-metallic mineral resources have on 
resource input and productivity, and has been set at 770,000 yen per ton in 2015.   

50. The second target will be measured by emissions reduction in the waste sector – a decrease of 7.8 
million tons of CO2 by 2010. Japan would prefer to measure progress as net changes in GHG emissions but 
it has commented that it is not aware of any internationally recognised standards for the calculation of such 
a figure. The observed increase in GHG emissions between 1990 and 2005 apparently relates to a shift in 
waste treatment technologies towards energy from waste, raising questions about the role these 
technologies should play in a SMCS approach. The Japanese Ministry for Environment recognises these 
issues and the importance of integrating “initiatives aimed at the establishment of an SMC society with 
those aimed at the realization of a Low-carbon Society”.14 

51. The Second Fundamental Plan addresses waste treatment and energy sources other than energy 
from waste, in an effort to further align their SMCS with a low-carbon approach.   

4.3 Qualitative Impact 

4.3.1 Examples of Double Wins – Environment and Efficiency 

52. It is estimated that as a result of the SMCS initiatives, the provision of SMCS- relevant goods and 
services was worth 28 trillion yen in 2005, and employed around 700,000 people. The recent expansion of 
the SMCS to ‘The Innovation for Green Economy and Society’ aims to increase the impact in these areas 
(i.e. to use SMCS as a means of economic regeneration). 

4.3.2 Trade and Competition 

53. Japan intends to foster a movement towards SMCS in East Asia and globally. To this end, it has 
held a series of productive meetings with nearby countries. China, South Korea and Singapore are shortly 
expected to agree an east-Asia SMCS vision with Japan.15 

54. Regionally, Japan is leading on SMM issues through its SMCS program, and this reinforces its 
status as one of the key economic and strategic powers in this region. Ensuring that its neighbours are 
undertaking similar environmental control measures will enable Japan to be more competitive in the 
international product market. 

4.4 Lessons 

55. Since the adoption of the Fundamental Law in 2000, progress has been made in many areas; in 
some cases targets have been set, and often achieved.   
                                                      
14 Ministry for the Environment, Government of Japan (2008) Japan’s Efforts to Establish a Sound Material-Cycle 

Society, Available: www.env.go.jp 
15 Ministry of the Environment, Government of Japan (2008), Japan’s Efforts to Establish a Sound Material-cycle 

Society, available on www.env.go.jp  
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56. In 2009 the SMCS was expanded and the ‘Innovation for Green Economy and Society’ is about 
to be launched, taking SMCS (and SMM) to another level. A key component of this new package of 
initiatives is that it accommodates (and constitutes a response to) the current economic situation, and also 
strengthens the emphasis on sustainability.   

57. The strength of the SMCS approach is its inclusiveness and a commitment to the principles of 
sustainable development even in the face of an economic recession. This approach is accompanied by a 
wide range of targets and measures for performance – such as the use of GHG emissions to measure 
progress towards their SMM goals. A strongly regulatory approach has been taken, rather than relying on 
voluntary efforts and behaviour change, or upon conventional market-based instruments.   

58. The weakness is that currently many of the targets and measures are not, or cannot, be quantified. 
In some cases this is because of a lack of international consensus as to measurement of the effects, and in 
others it is because of the ongoing development of the approach within Japan. It will be very interesting to 
watch Japan progress towards a more complete set of data with which they can truly assess its progress 
towards a SMCS.  
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5. UK CLIMATE CHANGE ACT 2008 

59. On the 26th November 2008, a Bill considered to be quite revolutionary, the Climate Change Act, 
passed through UK Parliament.16 The Act set the most ambitious legally binding emissions reduction target 
to-date of any OECD country, which has received plaudits from policymakers at an international level, 
with the G8 leaders’ discussions endorsing such targets. The target is supported by a framework which has 
been put in place to facilitate the changes required to meet the target.  

60. The main aims underpinning the Act were: 

a) to improve carbon management and help the transition towards a low-carbon economy in the UK; 
and 

b) to demonstrate leadership internationally, signalling the UK’s commitment to taking its share of 
responsibility for reducing global emissions in the context of ongoing international climate 
negotiations. 

61. The Act includes the following key provisions: 17 

• A legally binding target of at least an 80% cut in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 
against a 1990 baseline, and a reduction of at least 34% by 2020; 

• A carbon budgeting system to set the trajectory to 2050; 

• Establishment of the Committee on Climate Change (CCC), an independent body to provide 
expert advice to the Government, and report to Parliament on progress made in reducing 
emissions; 

• Commitment from Government either to include international aviation and shipping 
emissions by 31st December 2012, or explain to Parliament why it has not done so;  

• With regards to the use of international credits the Government must accept the need for UK 
domestic action in meeting the targets – the CCC will advise on this;  

• Legislative measures will be taken to enable emissions reductions; 

• The Government must publish an adaptation report every 5 years to include the risks, and 
associated measures to be taken, of climate change;  

• An Adaptation Sub-Committee of the CCC is to provide advice and scrutiny to the 
Government’s adaptation work; 

                                                      
16 Crown (2008) Climate Change Act 2008 (UK: The Stationary Office Limited), Available: 

http://www.opsi.gov.uk/acts2008/pdf/okpga_20080027_en.pdf  
17  Department of Energy & Climate Change Website (2009) Climate Change Act 2008 Key Provisions, Available: 

http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/legislation/cc_act_08/cc_act_08.aspx  
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• Guidance for companies to report GHG emissions will be provided by 1st October 2009 and 
Government will review the contribution reporting could make to emissions reductions by 
1st December 2010; 

• New powers were included to support the creation of a Community Energy Savings 
Programme; and 

• The annual reporting of the efficiency and sustainability of the Government estate.  

5.1 Institutional Setting 

5.1.1 The Department of Energy & Climate Change  

62. The Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) was formed in October 2008 in order to 
bring together energy policy and climate change mitigation policy. Just one month after DECC’s 
formation, the Climate Change Bill was successfully passed through Parliament.  

5.1.2 Committee on Climate Change  

63. The Committee on Climate Change (CCC) was established in December 2008. The detachment 
of the CCC from the formal apparatus of Government attempts to remove ‘party politics’ from addressing 
the issue of climate change and obtain cross-party consensus.  

64. The CCC is a high profile group made up of experts in climate change, science and economics. It 
is responsible for providing independent advice to the Government, monitoring progress in emissions 
reductions, undertaking climate change research and engaging with representatives interested in climate 
change in order to share research and information.  

65. The leverage held by the CCC was demonstrated when their recommendations regarding the 
requirement for Defra to publish carbon reporting guidance for businesses was included in the Climate 
Change Act at the very last minute. Government is required, through the Act, to discuss advice given by 
the CCC, as well as progress reports provided by them, in Parliament. 

5.2 Framework 

66. The framework laid out in the Act sets a high level route towards meeting the long-term target. 
Carbon budgets (Section 5.2.1), progress reports (Section 5.2.2) and targets (Section 5.2.3) are the three 
key mechanisms which formulate the main substance to the framework. 

67. The ‘UK Low Carbon Transition Plan’18 was published on 15th July 2009 in conjunction with two 
further reports – ‘The Low Carbon Industrial Strategy’19 and ‘Low Carbon Transport - A Greener 
Future’.20 It sets out a roadmap of more than forty climate change policies aimed at meeting the interim 

                                                      
18 HM Government (2009) The UK Low Carbon Transition Plan: National Strategy for Climate & Energy, Available: 
http://www.decc.gov.uk/Media/viewfile.ashx?FilePath=White%20Papers\UK%20Low%20Carbon%20Tran
sition%20Plan%20WP09\1_20090724153238_e_@@_lowcarbontransitionplan.pdf&filetype=4  

19  Department for Transport, HM Government (2009) The UK Low Carbon Transition Plan: National Strategy for 
Climate & Energy, Available: 
http://www.decc.gov.uk/Media/viewfile.ashx?FilePath=White%20Papers\UK%20Low%20Carbon%20Tran
sition%20Plan%20WP09\1_20090724153238_e_@@_lowcarbontransitionplan.pdf&filetype=4   

20 HM Government (2009) Low Carbon Transport: A Greener Future, Available: 
http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/sustainable/carbonreduction/low-carbon.pdf  
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target associated with the first carbon budget.21 This helped to combat criticism regarding the lack of a 
specific strategy through which the targets would be met.  

68. The policy debate has raised issues regarding the current price of carbon. There are differing 
opinions over whether or not a carbon price floor is required in order to reach the target. In 2009, the 
Government issued advice regarding how the costs of carbon should be considered, and this differentiates 
between emissions from sectors inside and outside the EU-Emissions Trading Scheme22. 

5.2.1 Carbon Budgets 

69. The carbon budgets aim to provide an accessible benchmark by which progress towards the long-
term goal can be monitored. They are set at 5-year intervals, beginning with the period 2008-2012, and 
define the UK’s allowances of CO2 and other GHGs for each period.  

70. The first three carbon budgets have now been set and included in legislation since 1st June 2009. 
This has resulted in a legally binding interim target of 34% emissions reduction by 2020 (relative to 1990 
levels). If this target cannot be met, this must be publicly explained by the Government – a process that 
could prove to be humiliating in the event of failure. 

5.2.2 Progress Reports 

71. The CCC is responsible for monitoring progress and writing the progress reports; the first of 
these was presented to Parliament in September 2009 and published in October 2009, in line with 
expectations.23 Following that, annual reports will be published.  

5.2.3 Targets 

72. The Treasury has included mandated emissions reduction targets in the Budget. The 2050 target 
is a minimum requirement, and therefore leaves scope for further emissions cuts if deemed necessary. The 
Act imposes a statutory duty on the Secretary of State, who is responsible for ensuring the UK reach the 
targets, and is answerable to Parliament if they are not met. 

5.2.4 Financial Implications of the Climate Change Act 

73. The impact assessment of the latest Act puts the overall costs in present value terms at £324 - 
£404 billion (£14.7 - £18.3 billion annually).24 However, the potential benefits amount to an estimated 

                                                      
21 Carbon Trust (2009) Carbon Trust Briefing: Plan for Meeting the Carbon Budgets, Available: 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/NR/rdonlyres/5D89596B-E0FE-4385-8FE1-
5BFA3AA8DEF3/0/CarbonTrustBriefingonUKLowCarbonTransitionPlan2009.pdf  

22 Department of Energy & Climate Change (2009) Carbon Valuation in UK Policy Appraisal: A Revised Approach, 
July 2009, Available: 
http://www.decc.gov.uk/media/viewfile.ashx?filepath=what%20we%20do/a%20low%20carbon%20uk/carbon%2
0valuation/1_20090715105804_e_@@_carbonvaluationinukpolicyappraisal.pdf&filetype=4  

23 CCC (2009) Meeting Carbon Budgets: The Need for a Step Change, November 2009,  
http://hmccc.s3.amazonaws.com/21667%20CCC%20Report%20AW%20WEB.pdf  

24  Department of Energy & Climate Change (2009) Climate Change Act 2008 Impact Assessment, March 2009, 
Available: 
http://www.decc.gov.uk/Media/viewfile.ashx?FilePath=85_20090310164124_e_@@_climatechangeactia
.pdf&filetype=4  
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£457 - £1020 billion. The benefits, in particular, are deemed to be dependent upon the extent to which the 
UK’s efforts are part of global initiatives to reduce emissions. 

5.3 Key Findings 

74. The Climate Change Act may not be considered a typical SMM policy instrument, although its 
relevance is clear when one considers that greenhouse gas emissions are a key externality associated with 
materials use at all stages of the life-cycle (albeit that they are more important for some materials than for 
others). However, its significance is wider than the issue which it seeks to address. Rather, its uniqueness 
lies in the way an environmental target has effectively been integrated within the annual UK budget, which 
has traditionally focused only on matters of a fiscal nature.  

75. The current implementation of the Act, involving the formation of DECC, the CCC, carbon 
budgets, targets, progress reports and the framework demonstrate the significant attempts which have been 
made to formulate a coherent, pan-Governmental approach. The amalgamation of the departments of 
energy and climate changes to form DECC, and the independent advice provided by the CCC are important 
institutional features.  

76. The whole policy package may provide a model upon which to base future policies of an equally 
ambitious nature (for example, regarding other aspects of SMM) – consisting of an overarching strategy 
describing what is going to happen, and a framework and series of policy documents to describe how 
change is going to occur. In particular, to the extent that targets can be agreed upon, then integrating these 
within the financial budgeting process adds weight to the targets.  

77. Any one of the elements would, individually, not have the same strength, but together, they show 
a huge amount of promise. Although a great deal of focus has been given to the targets, it seems reasonable 
to suggest that those alone would not necessarily generate the desired impact. It is thought the key 
elements are those which force the Government to take the targets seriously, and these are:  

• The legally binding nature of the targets; 

• The associated requirement (on the relevant Minister) to publicly explain why, if targets are 
not met, they have been missed; 

• Progress reports being undertaken by an independent, high-profile and expert body – which 
upon completion will be discussed in Parliament; 

• Buy-in across Government through carbon budgets being assigned to all major government 
departments; and  

• Cross-cutting support from all political parties (making the policy resilient to changes in 
government). 

78. However, there is no substitute for strong political leadership in order to lead and guide a unified 
process of change which is required to meet the challenging emissions reduction target. Opinions are 
currently divided as to whether this process of change is being effectively conducted.  

79. Whether or not this is the case, feedback suggests that the CCA is impacting within the 
Government quite significantly, where the change is already noticeable in how departmental priorities are 
being revised (even if the effect on the Government estate itself appears to be limited at present). A far less 
noticeable impact has been felt within the private sector so actual change on the ground is slower in 
happening, though a range of policy instruments are due to enter into force in the near-term which are 
expected to incentivise changes in behaviour to deliver outcomes. It should be recognised, however, that 
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many leading industry figures have been in the vanguard of calls for a more ‘certain’ trajectory in terms of 
emissions reduction so as to enable them to make strategic investments with greater confidence. 

80. In some respects this outcome might be expected. The Government should be seen to be setting a 
leading example – and since the transition plan has only very recently been published, with further policy 
documents to follow, it is most likely too soon to have actual change being implemented on the ground. 
Until hard policy is in place which addresses specific actors, the private sector will not be significantly 
impacted upon since they are not bound by the carbon budgets in the same way the Government is. 
Measures such as the CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme will, however, require many actors currently not 
covered by the EU-Emissions Trading Scheme to participate in what will eventually become a trading 
scheme in its own right.25 

81. The long-term strategic approach provides businesses and individuals with the assurance and 
certainty regarding the Government’s commitment to take action that they require in order to invest, and 
commit to, the development of a low carbon economy.26 However, the long-term framework has received 
criticism. Firstly, as the exact long-term effects of emissions are unknown, it is felt that more action should 
have been taken earlier. Secondly, too much importance could be placed on interim targets, and therefore 
interim solutions, which may or may not be capable of enabling the 2050 target. 

82. Science may well suggest that more progressive targets could have been set. However, those laid 
down in the CCA and subsequent carbon budgets are thought to be challenging and are leading the way at 
an international level. There is also a great deal to be said for actually achieving the goals – which the UK 
Government has yet to prove they are capable of doing. One commentator notes that the Climate Change 
Act is a unique policy package, but hand-in-hand with this must come the recognition that it is also an 
experiment where the exact outcome is unknown.27  

                                                      
 
26 Aldersgate Group (2009) Commission Statement: Driving Investment and Enterprise in Green Markets, Available: 
http://www.aldersgategroup.org.uk/public_reports/view_document/10 

27 Personal Communication  
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6. CALIFORNIA GREEN CHEMISTRY INITIATIVE 

6.1 Background and Context 

83. California is the first US State to enact a green chemicals policy into law. This is an outcome of 
California’s Green Chemistry Initiative, which was launched in 2007 and led by the California Department 
of Toxic Substances and Control (Cal/DTSC).28 

84. Green Chemistry is the design of chemical products or processes that reduce or eliminate the use 
of hazardous chemicals.29 It addresses the design, manufacture and use of efficient, effective, safe and 
more environmentally benign chemical products and processes.30 It has gained momentum in the political 
and industrial spheres, as a more comprehensive solution to addressing the emerging ethical and 
environmental concerns of the chemicals industry. 

85. In the US, chemicals regulation at federal level is the responsibility of the Toxic Substances 
Control Act (TSCA) of 1976. The weaknesses of this Act are well cited.31 A report published by the 
University of California summarised the shortcomings in three fundamental problems; the data gap, the 
safety gap and the technology gap. This creates a flawed chemicals market that favours existing technology 
and hampers innovation. 

86. At State level, chemicals policy in California was somewhat fragmented before the enactment of 
the Green Chemistry Laws.32 There are a handful of single chemical restrictions (e.g. mercury) and bans 
(e.g. Polybrominated Diphenyl Ethers), as well as attempts at source reduction and monitoring programs. 
These isolated measures are now viewed as too disjointed and controlling. California therefore wanted a 
new progressive, comprehensive and dynamic approach to chemicals policy. 

6.2 Framework 

87. The California Green Chemistry Initiative was initially framed by six policy recommendations.33 
These were informed by experts and stakeholders worldwide, including manufacturers, industry, 
environmental groups, academics, labour organisations, and the public. 

                                                      
28 California Environmental Protection Agency (2007) State Launches Green Chemistry Initiative, Press Release 1 

May 2007 
29  Anastas, P., Warner, J. (1998) Green Chemistry: Theory and Practice, Oxford University Press, New York 
30 OECD Environment, Health and Safety Programme, Sustainable Chemistry Platform, Available: 
http://www.oecd.org/env_sustainablechemistry_platform/  

31  National Academy of Sciences (1984), the U.S. General Accounting Office (1994), the Congressional Office of 
Technology Assessment (1995), Environmental Defense (1997), the U.S. EPA (1998), former EPA officials 
(2002), and the U.S. Government Accountability Office (2005) 

32 For details, see the Chemicals Policy Initiative database, Lowell Center for Sustainable Production, University of 
Massachusetts, Available: http://www.chemicalspolicy.org/chemicalspolicy.us.state.database.php  

33 California Green Chemistry Initiative (2008) California Green Chemistry Initiative, Final Report, December 2008 
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88. More specific measures will be developed for each one of the policy recommendations. Two 
were enacted into law in September 2008: 

• Assembly Bill 1879: Accelerate the Quest for Safer Products; and  

• Senate Bill 509: Create an Online Toxics Clearinghouse. 

89. A Draft Straw Proposal was released in April 2009, which provided a preview of the direction in 
which the development of the regulations is heading. These were reviewed by the first meeting of the 
Green Ribbon Science Panel. 

90. The draft provides that Cal/DTSC will set rules for the evaluation and prioritisation of chemicals 
contained in consumer products for sale in California. This will be informed by the Toxics Information 
Clearinghouse portal, through which manufacturers have to report. Chemicals will be prioritised using a set 
of criteria. High priority substances will be subject to an alternatives analysis, to be undertaken by industry. 
Depending on the chemical’s evaluation and its functional use, regulatory actions may include bans and 
restrictions. 

91. Pending the release of the regulations, it is hard to assess the exact direction of Green Chemistry 
in California. As the Draft Straw Proposal is subject to change, assessments of the constituent provisions 
are purely speculative. But it is clear that chemical products will need to be supported with hazard data for 
their chemical constituents and products containing chemicals of high concern will require the publication 
of alternatives assessments.34  

6.3 Institutional Setting  

92. The introduction of the Green Chemistry Initiative and ensuing laws has been attributed to strong 
environmental leadership, responding to an outcry from consumers, environmental groups, industry and 
academia. The State Governor and the Director of the Cal/DTSC are advocates of Green Chemistry and are 
said to have played a catalytic role for its implementation.  

93. To support the Initiative, resources have been redirected within Cal/DTSC, showing a shift from 
end-of-life treatment towards more dynamic upstream interventions. This has funded the formation of the 
Green Ribbon Science Panel35 and the California Green Chemistry Leadership Council36, as well as the 
work directly undertaken by the department. 

6.4 Effectiveness 

94. Until the revised Straw Proposal is released later this year, it is difficult to predict how the 
ambitions will be realised. There may be a requirement for considerable further changes beyond the laws 
before Green Chemistry becomes central to operations within California. 

                                                      
34 Following earlier drafts of this paper, the DTSC released its Draft Regulation for Safer Products in June 2010; after 

public comment, the final regulation is expected to be promulgated by January 1, 2011. 
35 The Panel consists of independent advisors with expertise in green chemistry/engineering, technological innovation 

and regulatory policy (e.g. academia, business, and non-profit organisations). 
36  The Council includes the chief executives of the Cal/EPA boards, departments and offices; the Department of 

Public Health; the Department of Conservation; the Department of Homeland Security; the Department of General 
Services; the California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal/OSHA); and other state agencies and 
departments. 
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95. However, the enactment of the recommendations into law alone can be seen as a significant step 
moving towards “benign by design” products. Some success in aligning objectives and values has already 
been achieved through the collaborative and transparent process, engaging stakeholders from every sector. 

6.4.1 Monitoring and Compliance 

96. The recommendations outlined in the Green Chemistry Initiative Final Report suggest the 
establishment of metrics to monitor the progress of the recommended activities.37 

97. Some of the monitoring techniques suggested will be easier to implement than others. For 
example, the number of patents issued will be well documented, whereas assessing the chemicals avoided 
through alternatives analysis could be a complex challenge. Distinguishing the effects from, say, a 
downturn in economic activity, or an internal push for economic efficiency, is likely to prove difficult. The 
same can be said for metrics such as a reduction in chemicals waste; industries are likely to be already 
taking efforts to avoid unnecessary wastage because of the cost implications (not just in terms of costs of 
waste management, but also, the cost of wasted materials).  

98. Life-cycle analyses and footprinting methodologies are also problematic because of the sheer 
degree of complexity involved in mapping out environmental impact. Methodologies would have to remain 
consistent for the purposes of comparative analyses. California is working on alternatives assessment 
guidance to help guide and harmonise its use. 

99. In relation to compliance, the recommendations insofar as they impinge upon industry are largely 
limited to voluntary measures. With regards to information sharing and transparency, the issue of 
competition may deter voluntary participation, which may necessitate use of incentives or penalties.38 

6.4.2 Initial Reactions 

100. Anecdotally, the initiative is being backed by industry and other stakeholders.39 Companies are 
becoming more willing to be transparent with regard to chemicals of concern because of benefits such as 
reduced exposure to employees, reduced risk of liability, and compliance with EU REACH regulations. 
Also it could help manufacturers to position themselves in a marketplace with growing concern for green 
credentials, as consumer decisions become informed by environmental concerns. 

101. There are still some reservations regarding the cost implications of data gathering, identifying 
chemicals of concern, alternative assessments and trade secrets or confidentiality.It is not yet clear to what 
extent confidentiality can be protected and assured. One option is to use a third party to verify the 
characteristics of the constituent chemicals. 

102. The laws have been criticised for failing to force producers to assess environmental and health 
implications of their products. As such the burden falls with Cal/DTSC to research existing chemicals and 

                                                      
37  See: California Green Chemistry Initiative (2008) California Green Chemistry Initiative, Final Report, December 

2008 
38 The DTSC’s Draft Regulation for Safer Products (published in June 2010 following early drafts of this report) 

provides for various penalties, fines, and enforcement actions depending upon the severity of the violations. 
39  For example, Kaiser Permanente and Staples (Personal Communication) 
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their alternatives. The laws have also been criticised for failing to support research and development of 
safe chemical products and processes.40 

103. Whilst the laws have only honed in on two of the six recommendations, all of them will come 
under consideration to see how they can be developed. It seems, however, that it remains a significant 
challenge to translate these recommendations into hard policy. In order for industries to make 
improvements to their operations, it is seen as a requirement to assess the environmental impact through 
some form of life-cycle analysis. It is not clear how one compels industry to undertake such an analysis, 
still less how one might compel them to act upon it given the complex nature of the information which 
might be expected in the case of some processes. Potentially, further consideration will need to be given to 
development of the remaining recommendations before they can materialise into policy. 

6.5 Lessons Learned 

104. The California Green Chemistry Initiative is an attempt to build upon an emerging paradigm for 
the chemicals industry which has been given impetus at the federal level through voluntary initiatives and 
through proposed legislation and aspects of which are also being pursued internationally. The challenge for 
encouraging the development of green chemistry appears to be in developing policies which translate what 
are otherwise more voluntary measures into measures which require, or demand, that the chemicals 
industry changes the way in which it approaches its business.  

105. The EU REACH regulations relate to substance registration and provision of information 
regarding the chemicals concerned (or of concern). The interesting feature of the California Green 
Chemistry Initiative is that it seeks to instil a more fundamental shift in the way in which products are 
developed within the State. However, the existing bills enacted do not, in and of themselves, lead to the 
outcomes that are sought, or foreseen, and much will depend upon the final form of the regulations. This 
still needs to address the way in which the chemicals industry can be moved, through policy, to deliver on 
the policy recommendations, notably in respect of: 

• Pollution prevention; 

• Safer products; and 

• The move to a cradle to cradle approach. 

106. Indeed, some of the metrics which have been discussed to measure progress in respect of these 
are likely to take time to develop, and the degree to which suitable policy instruments could be designed to 
give these recommendations ‘teeth’ will present a significant challenge to policy-makers. 

                                                      
40 R. Renner, (2008) California launches nation’s first green chemistry program, American Chemical Society, 

November 2008 
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7. ELECTRONIC PRODUCT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT TOOL (EPEAT) 

7.1 Background  

107. Electronic Product Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT) is an environmental procurement 
tool for electronic products which was originally developed in the US and was officially launched in 2006.  

108. The developmental process involved a cross-sectoral range of stakeholders and took three years, 
over which time criteria for what constituted a green PC/monitor/laptop and the system for identifying 
which products meet the criteria were decided upon by the various stakeholders.  

109. The aim of the system is two-fold: firstly, to provide purchasers with the information required to 
evaluate the environmental impacts of electronic equipment and secondly, to encourage and inform 
manufacturers to design and produce products which meet specific standards. 

7.2 EPEAT Criteria 

110. EPEAT is essentially a directory of products which are declared by their manufacturers (and later 
verified by EPEAT) to meet the environmental criteria contained in international public standard IEEE 
(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) 1680. The directory is easily accessible and allows those 
looking to purchase electronic products which fall within the EPEAT scope to assess their environmental 
credentials.  

111. The IEEE 1680 standard contains 23 required environmental performance criteria, in addition to 
which there are 28 optional environmental criteria. The proportion of optional criteria met determines the 
EPEAT certification level which is either bronze (less than 50% optional criteria met), silver (more than 
50% optional criteria met, but less than 75%), or gold (75% or more of the optional criteria met). No 
certification is given to products which do not meet the 23 required criteria. 

112. Required and optional criteria cover various impacts across the product’s life-cycle and are 
categorised as follows:  

• reduction/elimination of environmentally sensitive materials;  

• materials selection;  

• design for end-of-life;  

• product longevity/life-cycle extension;  

• energy conservation;  

• end of life management;  

• corporate performance; and  

• packaging.  

113. The EPEAT certification also uses criteria shared with established standards including European 
Directives, the internationally recognised Energy Star rating, and ISO standards.  
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7.3 Scope 

7.3.1 Product Policy 

114. The EPEAT is a product-focused system which is currently limited to PCs, laptops, workstations, 
thin client devices, and monitors. However, expansion to printers and other imaging devices (scanners, 
copiers, faxes), and to televisions, is currently being driven forward through an IEEE standards 
development process. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has also committed to partially 
funding development of performance standards for servers and mobile telephones.  

7.3.2 Geographical Coverage 

115. EPEAT was developed in the US and was first widely used in the US and Canada. More recently, 
it has been launched across 40 countries in Europe (EU and EFTA), China, Japan, Taiwan, Australia, New 
Zealand, Brazil, and Mexico. This widespread launch was mainly driven by purchaser demand.  

116. EPEAT and the requirements of IEEE 1680 apply equally in each supported country – the same 
headline criteria exist for all countries. The reason for having different product registries in different 
countries is to enable manufacturers to register the products that are available in each country and to do so 
based on the environmental criteria that are met by the products available in that country. All EPEAT 
registered products must meet all 23 required criteria wherever they are registered, albeit some slightly 
varied because of country specific infrastructures and regulations.41 

7.3.3 Manufacturers 

117. The EPEAT provides manufacturers both with the incentive and the guidance to develop 
environmentally preferable products. There are signs that this is taking place; the current participants 
include 40 manufacturers and 1269 registered products within the US, with over 6,000 individual product 
registrations across the non-US registry countries. 

118. The fee to register products on the US and Canada registries is based on the manufacturer’s 
annual sales of EPEAT covered product types. Fees are currently based on 2008 sales as shown in Table 1. 

119. Manufacturers are free to choose whether or not they meet with the EPEAT requirements. 
However, their market will be restricted to the extent that some procuring organisations may be required to 
purchase EPEAT certified products.  

                                                      
41  EPEAT Website, General Guidance on Acceptable EPEAT Marcom Claims in Multi-Country System, Available: 
http://www.epeat.net/Docs/EPEAT%20Intl%20MarCom%20Guidance%20May%202009.pdf  
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Table 1: EPEAT Fees (US and Canada) 

Band Total Sales for EPEAT-covered products (2008) Annual Fee 

1 Over $10B $100,000 

2 $1B - $10B $50,000 

3 $100M - $1B $25,000 

4 $10M - $100M $12,500 

5 Less than $10M $1,500 

 

7.3.4 Consumers 

120. EPEAT is a user-friendly yet comprehensive tool designed to encourage greening consumer’s 
electronics procurement. The system allows products to be compared based on environmental criteria and 
companies can be compared to check their overall product registration.  

121. In February 2008 US Federal Government mandated procurement of 95% of their electronic 
products as EPEAT registered products. Alongside this many purchasers have set internal procurement 
standards for EPEAT – for example only purchasing those products with a rating of silver or above.  

122. In 2007 almost 23% worldwide total sales of desktops and laptops were EPEAT registered.   

7.4 Institutional Setting 

7.4.1 US EPA 

123. The US EPA provided funding to underwrite the original stakeholder consensus process which 
developed the EPEAT standards. In addition, the US EPA provided a small amount of funding to the Green 
Electronics Council (GEC) to support the start-up of EPEAT. However, EPEAT is now self-sustaining 
through annual fees paid by manufacturers and remains under the Green Electronics Council.42 The US 
EPA remains a key stakeholder and provides ongoing support to the development of the EPEAT system.  

7.4.2 Information Technology Industry (ITI) Council  

124. The Information Technology Industry Council (ITI) was an important stakeholder in the 
development process of the EPEAT. ITI is an industry trade association who, as part of their role, collate 
data submitted annually by the manufacturers regarding global unit sales of EPEAT registered products 
(submission of this information by manufacturers is a requirement) and forward it to the Green Electronics 
Council. 

                                                      
42  The fees are based upon the sales of the types of product made by the company. It could be argued that the fees are 

slightly regressive in that they are a smaller proportion of total sales value as the total value of sales increases (see 
Table 1). 
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7.4.3 EPEAT Inc. 

125. EPEAT Inc. is a separately incorporated not-for-profit corporation which has a Board of 
Directors which is responsible for ensuring that the corporation meets financial and legal requirements. 
However, the staffing and operation of the system is undertaken by EPEAT Inc’s parent organisation, the 
Green Electronics Council.  

126. The whole process is overseen by a stakeholder representative group, the Board of Advisors, who 
act on a consensus decision making process and although they do not hold legal authority over the Board 
of Directors it is their role to guide the Directors.  

127. EPEAT Inc. is the legal vessel for the money received from manufacturers to register their 
products. These funds support all aspects of the operation of EPEAT. 

7.4.4 Green Electronics Council (GEC) 

128. The GEC is an unincorporated division of the International Sustainable Development Foundation, 
a 501(c)3 charitable non-profit organisation. They are responsible for managing the EPEAT system. 

7.4.5 Product Verification Committee (PVC) 

129. The Product Verification Committee is a panel of independent experts on contract to EPEAT who 
select the products and criteria for each verification process, assign specific verification investigations to 
independent investigators, review the investigation reports, make the final decisions of conformance or 
non-conformance on each investigation, and publish the final Verification Reports (see Section 7.5).  

7.4.6 Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers – Standards Association (IEEE – SA) 

130. The standards on which EPEAT is based (IEEE 1680 family) are published by the IEEE – SA. 
Like all public standards bodies, IEEE standards are developed by volunteers working on standards Work 
Groups (WGs). This structure is unique among eco-label organisations and allows EPEAT to avoid 
common concerns of conflicts of interest that other eco-labels face. 

7.5 Verification 

131. The EPEAT online registration ensures the process is relatively quick, allowing products onto the 
markets as ‘EPEAT registered’ as quickly as possible. However, as a self-declaring system a reliable 
auditing process is required. 

132. This system - called ‘self-declaration with after-market verification’ – was approved by the 
EPEAT stakeholders and was thought to be especially appropriate (compared with a pre-certification 
verification process) for the rapidly changing and highly configurable electronic products. A pre-
certification system would slow the introduction of products and configurations to the market and would 
not be sufficiently flexible to keep up with continuous product evolution and variability. The EPEAT 
verification system is transparent through published protocols and outcomes. Effectively, the scheme 
allows for random verification of products on the EPEAT register. The most recent verification report does 
highlight non-conformance events (the figure being a non-trivial 7 of the 38 completed investigations). 
Some of these were explained through ‘administrative error’ implying that the product had been 
misdeclared by the registering company.43 Such events suggest there might be some considerable scope for 
                                                      
43 See EPEAT (2009) Outcomes Report: EPEAT Verification Round Four,   

http://www.epeat.net/Docs/Round%20Four%20Report%20091221.pdf  
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companies to mis-declare so as to shift, for example, for silver into gold compliance categories. The 
verification report makes useful recommendations foor how such errors might be more difficult to make in 
future. There appear to be no clear sanctions in the event of non-conformance, perhaps reflecting the 
voluntary nature of registration, but this does raise questions as to whether products might, at the margin, 
gain market share partly through mis-declaration of performance. 

7.6 Environmental Benefit 

133. The Green Electronics Council publishes an annual environmental benefits report,44 utilising a 
life-cycle assessment tool (Electronics Environmental Benefits calculator (EEBC) developed by the 
University of Tennessee Center for Clean Products). In 2007, it was suggested that 42.2 billion kWh of 
energy, 75.5 million metric tons of virgin material and 3.31 million metric tons of greenhouse gas 
emissions were saved through the purchase of EPEAT-registered products. The report notes, however, that 
not all of these benefits are directly attributable to EPEAT itself. The methodology for benefits calculation 
is based upon a comparison of EPEAT and non-EPEAT products, and the volume of sales of EPEAT 
products.  

7.7 Lessons Learned 

134. The EPEAT is a relatively new programme yet has seemingly made significant progress in its 
short history, at least in terms of the number of products registered, and the scope of country penetration. It 
is not entirely clear whether, and to what extent, the EPEAT system has itself driven forward the 
environmental performance of products relative to a counterfactual scenario. Some products which are 
registered will already have been meeting many of the standards, and indeed, in some product categories, 
there are very large numbers of ‘gold’ registrations. 

135. EPEAT may be a good example of an SMM policy instrument which has significantly expanded 
its geographical scope – a process which is necessary for all SMM policy in order to sustainably manage 
materials across all stages of their life-cycle in such a global market place.  

136. The green procurement mechanism has seemingly increased competitive pressure within 
manufacturers which is further driving forward registrations under the EPEAT system.  

137. The system of self-declaration ensures products can very quickly be EPEAT registered and 
updated – whereas the alternative, a pre-certification system, would slow the introduction of products onto 
the market and more importantly could misrepresent the product where ongoing changes have been made. 
However, the absence of pre-certification does bring with it some concerns regarding moral hazard (the 
producer can mis-declare and get away with it as long as they are not found out).  

138. The Tool provides a generic framework for improving environmental performance of electrical 
appliances – although for each additional appliance extensive stakeholder discussions must be held 
regarding relevant criteria. It is felt this success is due to three key assets of the programme: 

a) Harmonisation of standards 

139. The approach uses established standards and eco-labels such as the Energy Star, ISO standards 
and EU Directives. Using already recognised and effective performance standards creates familiarity and 

                                                      
44 Green Electronics Council (2007) Environmental Benefits of 2007 EPEAT Purchasing: Green IT Procurement 

System’s Success Drives Major Environmental Benefits, Available: 
http://www.epeat.net/docs/EnvironmentalBenefits2007.pdf  
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trust in a new system. This was partly driven by demand for continuity, and simplification of standards by 
both purchasers and manufacturers. Underlying strength is added to the system through association with 
public standard IEEE1680 which is organisationally entirely separate from EPEAT.  

b) All encompassing approach 

140. A comprehensive focus across all environmental attributes of concern has been critical. Although 
this is a far more challenging way to reach consensus it results in a much stronger outcome when finalised.  

c) Transparent process 

141. The criteria have been developed through an open, consensus based approach where all 
stakeholders can participate and feel ownership of the outcome. The results of verification investigations 
are made public via the EPEAT website and the possibility of being publicly shamed for nonconforming 
helps to ensure that companies meet the required standards in order to avoid any adverse publicity.  

142. Within the US another significant development was the public procurement mandate requiring 
Federal agencies to purchase EPEAT products only. It will be interesting to see if Governments across 
other EPEAT using countries adopt similar standards in the future.  

143. The key questions which remain regarding the level of EPEAT’s success in environmental terms 
relate to the extent to which the scheme really drives innovation, or whether it merely drives registration 
(as a means to avoid exclusion from some procurement processes). Furthermore, a challenge will be to 
ensure that the standards are not ‘static’ ones, and that innovation of a dynamic nature is encouraged. It 
would seem that in order for that to occur, (some of) the performance standards would need to be 
periodically tightened to keep pushing the envelope, and so as to prevent a situation where all registered 
products fall into the gold standard, thereby eliminating the product differentiation on environmental 
grounds that the scheme is designed to achieve.  
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8. EUROPEAN UNION SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION & PRODUCTION AND 
SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRY POLICY ACTION PLAN 

8.1 Introduction  

144. This case study focuses on continuing efforts to develop policy within the SMM sphere by the 
European Commission. The European Commission has taken forward a number of major initiatives of 
relevance to SMM over recent decades. In particular, its initiatives in respect of waste management policy 
have demonstrated a strong desire to improve the management of waste in all Member States through 
(amongst others) implementation of a series of producer responsibility Directives (e.g. packaging, WEEE, 
batteries, ELVs), and Directives aimed at improving the environmental performance of landfill and 
incineration. The Commission also establishes framework legislation, within which Member States 
develop their own approaches to specific environmental issues. Article 4 of one such piece of legislation, 
the revised Waste Framework Directive (2008/98/EC), strengthens the resource efficiency and SMM 
agenda by ensuring that the waste hierarchy acts as a ‘priority order’ in waste prevention, legislation and 
policy.45 As demonstrated by the commitment to place more emphasis on waste prevention, and in the 
context of the recently recast Ecodesign Directive, the European Commission is becoming increasingly 
focused upon SMM policy with significant progress in waste either already made, or likely to occur as a 
consequence of initiatives already in place. 

145. However, with SMM in mind this case study focuses on upstream issues such as consumption 
and production. Whilst it is recognised that this agenda is being considered against the backdrop of a well-
developed waste policy, the emphasis here is on the efforts being made to make further progress (on 
consumption and production) and not on the policy initiatives already developed.  

146. The European Commission is more commonly responsible for setting the framework within 
which policy can be developed by individual Member States, than for specifying the exact nature of policy 
instruments itself. The principle of ‘subsidiarity’ effectively holds that as far possible, Member States 
decide exactly how they will meet the objectives / requirements of European policy. 

147. Given the European Commission’s more likely position of setting frameworks, not specific 
policy, selecting the EU SCP Action Plan as a case study could be considered a slightly unusual choice. 
However, its inclusion is justified by two main reasons: 

a) It enables the forward-thinking approach of the European Commission in this area to be 
considered; and 

b) It raises questions concerning issues which might be faced in operationalising SMM policy in 
future.  

8.2 Sustainable Consumption and Production and SMM Policy 

148. Sustainable Consumption and Production (SCP) has been defined as:  
                                                      
45  The amended hierarchy is: prevention; preparing for reuse; recycling; other recovery – including energy recovery; 

and disposal.  
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“… a holistic approach to minimising negative environmental impacts from the production-
consumption systems in society. SCP aims to maximise the efficiency and effectiveness of 
products, services, and investments so that the needs of society are met without jeopardising the 
ability of future generations to meet their needs” 46 

149. In practice SCP has become a broad-scope policy agenda that aims to ensure that the production 
and consumption of goods and services is at a level that the planet can sustain. As consumption (and 
consequent production to meet demand) is at the heart of economic activity, addressing it from a 
sustainability perspective is not only ambitious, but ultimately strikes at the core of how modern society 
and economies function. Because of the far reaching nature of the concept there is not universal agreement 
(notably at EU level) about what it encompasses, and large numbers of initiatives can potentially fall under 
the SCP banner.47 

150. Although there are many commonalities, SCP may have, depending on interpretation, a broader 
focus than Sustainable Materials Management. SCP in effect can encompass almost any element of 
sustainability as it engages with the production and consumption cycle, and in many contexts, it appears to 
be used as a synonym for ‘sustainability’. 

8.2.1 Outline of EU SCP Action Plan 2008 

151. The Sustainable Consumption and Production and Sustainable Industrial Policy Action Plan (The 
Action Plan), underpinned by EU legislative framework, is the key current EU document setting out 
coordinated planned policy initiatives on SCP.48 

152. The Action Plan contains three main parts: 

a) A policy framework for smarter consumption and better products; 

b) Policies on ‘Leaner Production’; and 

c) Work towards global markets for sustainable products. 

153. The intention in the document is to address products that have significant potential for reducing 
environmental impacts. 

154. The Action Plan’s stated aim is to create a virtuous circle:  

• improving the overall environmental performance of products throughout their life-cycle; 

• promoting and stimulating the demand for better products and production technologies; and  

• helping consumers to make better choices through more coherent and simplified labelling.  

                                                      
46  EEA (2007) Europe’s Environment: The Fourth Assessment Chapter 6: Sustainable Production and Consumption,  

Copenhagen: EEA. 
47  L. F. Mortensen and P. E. (2008) Presentation at Expert Workshop on SCP Indicators for EEA Reporting 29 

September 2008, ETC/RWM, Copenhagen 
48 Commission of the European Communities (2008) Communication from the Commission to the European 

Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on the 
Sustainable Consumption and Production and Sustainable Industrial Policy Action Plan, Brussels {SEC(2008) 
2110} {SEC(2008) 2111} 
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8.2.2 Key Member Country Responses/Contributions 

155. The Action Plan is a recent document, therefore it is too early to determine impacts from this 
policy. However SCP related principles and policies have been in place in many EU member countries for 
a number of years. 

156. The extent to which SCP goals have been implemented and addressed by Member States varies 
widely.49 Some of the key actions taken by member countries are listed in Figure 3. 

8.2.3 Reviews of EU SCP 

157. The Action Plan has been the subject of review by two key European groups funded largely by 
the EU. These are SCOPE2 – the Sustainable Consumption Resource Exchange - and ASCEE – Assessing 
the Potential of Various Instruments for Sustainable Consumption Practices and Greening of the Market. In 
addition, SCP in Europe was included in the 2007 State of the Environment Report – Europe’s Fourth 
Assessment, and was most recently the subject of an independent review by the European Environment 
Bureau, which has put together a high level ‘blueprint’ for the purposes of promoting dialogue on the 
topic.50 

Figure 3: Instruments Used by Member States to Address SCP 

 

                                                      
49 Commission of the European Communities (2008) Communication from the Commission to the European 

Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on the 
Sustainable Consumption and Production and Sustainable Industrial Policy Action Plan, Brussels {SEC(2008) 
2110} {SEC(2008) 2111} 

50  In addition to the reviews mentioned there have been numerous other studies on SCP and related topics in the EU. 
A number of these are noted in the bibliography. 
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8.2.4 Summary of Reviews 

158. Whilst the reviews have all approached EU SCP from different perspectives, a number of themes 
do emerge: 

• EU SCP policy has, to date, not been successful in creating widespread measurable change. 
Individual policy instruments have however shown some indications of being effective, but 
the level of effectiveness is hard to measure due to issues of ‘attributability’;   

• Gains from efficiency have been largely absorbed by the ‘rebound effect’;51 

• The most effective instruments appear to have been harder regulatory and financial 
instruments – such as standards and taxes – as opposed to softer measures, such as labels; 

• Groups of policy instruments that support one another are likely to produce maximum 
effect; and 

• The current Action Plan does not go far enough in addressing the social dimensions of 
consumption. Consumption takes place in social contexts and this needs to be accounted for 
in a range of policy measures from spatial planning through to transport policy. 

159. These observations, generally made in good faith, probably also reflect the changing level of 
priority accorded by the Commission to SCP. This appears to be increasing, and as such, it might be 
considered that a more fully elaborated programme of policies on SCP should be considered very much as 
‘work in progress’.  

8.2.5 Lessons 

160. Our observations from the efforts to address SCP in the EU suggest the following lessons: 

• SCP is still thought of, and driven through, the environmental sustainability agenda. In 
reality, however, consumption and production are core parts of the economic system, and so 
efforts to address these issues probably need to be tackled through mainstream economic 
policy to avoid marginalising the SCP agenda;  

• The implementation of SCP has not (from what we were able to discern) been the mandate 
of a single EU central agency, and while much work has clearly been done by a range of 
agencies and organisations, it appears somewhat uncoordinated and fractured; 

• As a complex issue, SCP is a time-consuming agenda to drive forward, with the appearance 
that whilst it (and other related policy areas such as Integrated Product Policy) has been on 
the policy agenda for many years and been the subject of many studies and reviews, policy 
objectives have only recently been translated into actions through the Action Plan. The 
Action Plan, has not yet, in turn, been translated into much by way of hard policies, though 
the Commission might point to the greater emphasis on waste prevention now enshrined in 
the Waste Framework Directive; 

                                                      
51  This describes a phenomenon where efficiency gains lead to increases in consumption - largely as a result of  

efficiencies being reflected in lower prices – effectively cancelling out any environmental gains from more 
efficient production. 
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• While clearly a number of Member States have been proactive in adopting the SCP agenda, 
these countries are more the exception than the rule. Whilst it could be argued that stronger 
central direction from the EU may be required if SCP is going to be more widespread and 
embedded in national policy and action across Member States, the reality is that the 
Commission has to elaborate policy in the interests of all Member States. What might be 
more likely to trigger stronger support for SCP policy would be elaboration and recognition 
of potential benefits which may flow from such policies. 

• It would appear from the studies that have been reviewed here that there is a view that the 
most effective policy measures are the ‘harder’ measures that promote change through 
legislation, incentives and regulation, as opposed to ‘softer measures’ aiming to label, 
educate and inform. However, the reality is that both are likely to be required in different 
circumstances to address particular market failures which exist. 

8.3 EU SCP Case Study: Green Public Procurement 

8.3.1  Green Public Procurement 

161. Green procurement aims to increase the uptake of greener products and services, and to 
encourage the development of more green products and services through innovation and technology 
development. Green Public Procurement (GPP) refers to the public sector undertaking this approach, and 
with the public procurement market in Europe worth over 1,500 billion Euros a year52 (16% of total EU 
GDP in 2004), the potential impact is significant.   

162. Green procurement across the entire public sector could feasibly be achieved by requiring 
through EU regulation that environmental considerations are taken into account when procuring products 
or services.   

163. GPP is defined as: 

“Green Public Procurement is the approach by which Public Authorities integrate environmental 
criteria into all stages of their procurement process, thus encouraging the spread of 
environmental technologies and the development of environmentally sound products, by seeking 
and choosing outcomes and solutions that have the least possible impact on the environment 
throughout their whole life-cycle”53.  

8.3.2 European Union Directives 

164. Two public procurement Directives (2004/17/CE and 2004/18/CE)54 were adopted on 31st March 
2004, and were introduced to consolidate and simplify the legal context. They also modernised existing 

                                                      
52   European Commission (2004) A report on the functioning of public procurement markets in the EU: benefits from 

the application of EU directives and challenges for the future, Available: www.ec.europa.eu 
53   TAKE-5 Consortium (2006) Green Public Procurement in Europe, Available: www.ec.europa.eu.   
54  Directive 2004/18/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004 on the coordination of 

procedures for the award of public works contracts, public supply contracts and public service contracts and 
Directive 2004/17/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004 coordinating the 
procurement procedures of entities operating in the water, energy, transport and postal services sectors  
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European legislation applying to public procurement. The Directives cover a wide range of issues related 
to GPP, and are supported by the Handbook on Environmental Public Procurement.55   

165. Although the Directives apply only to public procurement contracts with estimated values above 
certain thresholds (as mentioned in the Directives), the European Court of Justice has ruled that the EC 
Treaty principles of equal treatment and transparency, as well as the free movement of goods, the freedom 
of establishment, and the freedom to provide services, also apply to contracts under these thresholds.  

8.3.3 Assessing the Impact of the SMM Instrument 

166. A review of public procurement markets in the EU was carried out by the European Commission 
in 2004. At this stage, ‘internal market rules’ had been in place in the EU for about 10 years. General 
positive changes were observed in market transparency, increased cross-border competition, and price 
savings.   

167. A 2006 review specifically targeting GPP found varying levels of performance amongst the EU 
member states. Figure 4 below summarises the results of the review. 

Figure 4: Green Public Procurement Approaches of Different EU Countries 

 

Source - TAKE-5 Consortium (2006) Green Public Procurement in Europe56 

 Note: The overview of analysed tenders and criteria led to the following classifications used in the Figure:   
• ‘No criteria’ means that no green specifications were found; 
• ‘Grey’ means that attempts at green specifications were found, but these would not lead to a green purchase; 
• ‘Light green’ means 1 – 3 clear specifications were found; and 
• ‘Solid green’ means more than 3 specifications were found. 

                                                      
55 European Commission (2004) Buying Green! – Handbook on Green Public Procurement, Available:  
www.ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp  

56 TAKE-5 Consortium (2006) Green Public Procurement in Europe, Available: www.ec.europa.eu.   
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8.3.4 Lessons 

8.3.4.1 Barriers to EU-Wide Implementation of GPP 

168. The main barrier to wider implementation of GPP appears to be the (incorrect) impression held 
by many public procurement agencies that they are already applying environmental criteria. In fact, the 
2006 report for the European Commission showed that only 36% of tender documents across the EU 
public sector contained true environmental criteria. In comparison, Sweden and Germany had 
environmental criteria in more than 60% of public tender documents.   

169. Although reference to environmental issues is made, this is too often vague and non-quantifiable 
and therefore cannot contribute to the procurement decision. Various reviews have concluded that further 
training on GPP is necessary to remedy this misconception.   

8.3.4.2 Characteristic Factors of Successful GPP 

170. The factors that make GPP more successful in the ‘Green 7’ include:  

• Strong political drivers and/or national guidelines; 

• National programs; 

• Information sources; 

• Innovative procurement techniques; and 

• Purchasing organisations apply environmental management systems.57 

171. The fact that some EU countries have been so successful in achieving results through GPP 
suggests that the legislative and strategic environment in the EU provides strong support, and that the only 
barriers are likely to be internal to the member states. 

8.3.4.3 Perceived Barriers to GPP 

• Cost – green products perceived as more expensive. 

• Lack of knowledge, tools, information and training. 

• Weak support from management and politicians. 

172. Whilst these barriers were identified through a study into EU GPP, they are very likely to occur 
across the OECD. The first two areas could easily be supported through OECD initiatives to transfer 
examples of good practice (such as the Green 7 within the EU) and produce guidance, detailed case 
studies, and mentoring programs. A particularly important point would be to clarify exactly what green 
procurement entails, and provide examples of what does and does not qualify under that definition. A more 
detailed action plan could be developed by referring to the 2006 review of GPP in the EU (referenced 
earlier in this report).   

173. The outcome of the cost/benefit research carried out in 2007 provides a strong basis for arguing 
against the cost concerns, as well as providing encouragement for the use of life-cycle costing rather than 
consideration of just the immediate purchase price.   

                                                      
57   European Commission (2004) A report on the functioning of public procurement markets in the EU: benefits from 

the application of EU directives and challenges for the future, Available: www.ec.europa.eu  
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174. A strong OECD commitment to introducing GPP would go a long way to resolving the third.   

8.3.4.4 Areas to Focus on in Expanding GPP 

175. Certain sectors have been more successful in responding to GPP than others in the EU. In 
implementing a GPP program, it would make sense to focus on these ‘easy wins’ early on and then apply 
the practices and experience developed to more difficult markets. In general, procurement of products 
lends itself more readily to GPP than services procurement.  Areas considered easy wins: 

• Cleaning products and services; 

• Horticultural services; 

• Medical and pharmaceuticals; 

• Energy; 

• Chemical products, rubber and plastic; 

• Food products and beverages, including restaurant/catering services; 

• Architectural, construction, installation and other related consultancy services; 

• Construction work and products/materials; 

• Sewage and refuse disposal services; 

• Sanitation and environmental services; 

• Office machinery; 

• Furniture and other manufactured goods; 

• Paper, printed material and printing services; and 

• Transport and communication services and equipment.58 

176. One issue which GPP ought to have to consider over time is the extent to which existing policies 
already internalise externalities into the price of competing goods and services. As environmental policy 
develops, and as the number of initiatives seeking to internalise externalities in one or other form expands, 
so it will become increasingly difficult to understand which elements of environmental performance are, 
and are not, already internalised in prices being bid under a given procurement. Arguably, therefore, GPP 
ought to focus more on those actions which help to address outstanding market failures (where, for 
example, it is known that externalities are not reflected in market prices through existing policies). 

                                                      
58 Published by the Green Public Procurement Group within the European Commission, based on various research  
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9. DUTCH CHAIN-ORIENTED WASTE POLICY 

9.1 Background and Context 

177. The Netherlands has a strong history in waste management, characterised largely by end-of-pipe 
solutions.59 By 2006, recycling and recovery rates had reached 83%, which in part has been attributed to 
the ‘command and control’ approach adopted by the government in 2001, following the centralisation of 
waste management.  

178. Although the Dutch government has achieved a great deal of success with its traditional waste 
policy and naturally wants to continue to streamline and improve the existing frameworks and recognises 
that isolated sectoral policy instruments (e.g. landfill tax, landfill bans) are not effective enough to further 
reduce environmental pressure on a larger scale. The Netherland’s (second) National Waste Management 
Plan (LAP) 2009-2021, entitled “Towards a material chain society”, describes the government’s ambitions 
to minimize environmental pressure over the whole supply chain and to harmonise policy in different areas 
(e.g. natural resources, products/design, waste management, and concepts such as cradle-to-cradle) by 
means of a chain-oriented waste policy.  

179. Fundamentally, a chain approach considers the entire material chain, as opposed to concentrating 
on ‘end-of-pipe’ solutions. The overarching aim is to reduce the environmental impact of material chains 
throughout the life cycle in the most cost-effective manner, and establish a single integrated policy 
framework for the whole material chain. 

180. As well as various targets relating to waste prevention, recovery and diversion from landfill, the 
LAP sets out an indicative objective to: 

“Reduce the environmental impact for each of the seven priority streams which will be targeted 
in the context of chain-oriented waste policy by 20%”. 

181. The seven priority streams referred to were selected from the list of all 110 waste streams for 
which the Netherlands has a waste policy, on the basis of a life cycle assessment (LCA) over the whole 
chain. A critical element to this approach is the establishment of partnerships between stakeholders from 
different links in the chain, facilitated by government. Each material stream will submit an action plan, 
detailing measures by which to reduce the environmental impact of the material chain by 20%.60 

9.2 Institutional Setting 

182. The programme is led by the Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment 
(VROM).  

                                                      
59 S. Parto, D. Loorbach, A. Lansink, R.Kemp, Transitions and Institutional Change: The Case of the Dutch Waste 

Subsystem, Available: http://www.idrc.ca/en/ev-110172-201-1-DO_TOPIC.html  
60 The 20% reduction in environmental pressure will be calculated in terms of end-of-life waste tonnages, volume of 

CO2 emissions, pollution from toxic substances, and land use. The ultimate aim is to establish more concrete and 
measurable goals, relating to specific impacts such as percentages of separate collection and waste prevention.. 
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9.2.1 Priority Streams 

183. The provisions in the new LAP focus on the concept of cooperation throughout the supply chain. 
For each of the seven priority streams, the Dutch government wants to join forces with other stakeholders 
to encourage cooperation, innovation, a green corporate image and cost savings. It is not intended that the 
responsibility is shifted away from government on to industry sectors, but the Dutch government does 
attach value to a strong innovative industry sector. There are concerns that this may undermine the recent 
progress in Dutch waste management that has been achieved through the ‘command and control’ approach. 
Much may depend upon the nature of policies used to drive forward progress. 

184. A key element to the integration of chain policy is to make separate policy areas more coherent 
across the whole material chain and to create more synergy between different policy areas. This means 
seeking out the most efficient location and means to reduce environmental pressure without shifts to other 
environmental aspects or other points in the chain. 

9.2.2 Pilot Projects 

185. Pilot projects were launched in 2007, culminating in the submission of action plans in May 2008. 
Six chain pilot projects were started with the twin aims of gaining experience with a chain approach as the 
mode of operation and achieving a substantial reduction of waste-related environmental pressure 
throughout the pilot chains. It is inferred that the financial burdens of the pilot projects also fall with the 
participating companies; the Government only offered a small financial contribution. 

186. It is asserted that the pilot projects provided insights into the preconditions which the government 
needs to create in order to enable companies to apply this approach successfully.61 Companies are also 
reliant on the government for stimulation of the programme, in terms of facilitating partnerships and 
raising profiles. This also holds for supporting the reduction target tied to the selected material streams.  

9.3 Effectiveness 

187. The Government will monitor and evaluate the programme. It is too early to evaluate the wider 
impacts of the programme but the pilot projects can be considered, as well as the initial reaction to the 
programme from industry, and any potential problems identified. 

9.3.1 Pilot Projects 

188. On the basis of the action plans submitted, the pilot projects were deemed a success.62 It is 
claimed these projects have facilitated the transfer of knowledge and expertise through newly formed 
partnerships, culminating in new innovative developments.63 This has been attributed to the motivation of 
the participating companies and the active role played by pioneers within the pilot groups. 

                                                      
61 VROM (2008) Draft National Waste Management Plan (LAP) 2009-2021: Towards a material chain policy, 

December 2008, Available: www.LAP2.nl  
62 Minister Cramer (2008) Speech to the Fourth Waste Conference in Ede, Available: 
http://www.vrom.nl/pagina.html?id=37709. The action plans have not been made available for this report. As 
such, it is not possible to analyse how the life-cycle approach has actually been adopted through the agreed 
commitments. 

63 For example, the 'Jeans for jeans' project was initiated through the textiles pilot, where old fibres from worn out 
clothes are used to manufacture new clothing. 
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189. It is not clear, however, how the actions undertaken as part of the pilot projects can be 
distinguished from actions that would have been taken without the initiative in place. Companies were 
targeted in the pilot projects because of a proven track record in terms of sustainability. Therefore it could 
be argued that the measures taken would have occurred anyway, although perhaps not without the 
additional ‘push’ from the programme. 

190. Also, the focus of the pilot projects was much narrower, concentrating on discreet aspects of the 
material chains, with the intention to achieve rapid results from which to learn. In contrast, the work on the 
priority streams aims to take a much more holistic approach, impacting on the entire material chain and 
realising environmental benefits across the board. 

9.3.2 Initial Industry Reaction 

191. VROM’s chain approach has been well received by industry.64 

192. The Dutch Waste Management Association is of the opinion that it is an effective policy but 
cautions over specific considerations to ensure it accomplishes its goals. It calls for forums between 
players to establish “clear and consistent definitions and…measurable criteria” and indicators to provide a 
quantitative measure of environmental burdens. These partnerships are also important for sharing practical 
experiences with actors working in other links in the chain, for example to reduce environmental burdens 
through design. The Association also reiterates the warning of the LAP, that environmental pressures must 
not merely be shifted from one part of a material chain to another. 

193. A principle concern for the industry is that waste policy does not leave Dutch companies at a 
competitive disadvantage in respect to other countries, particularly in the context of the current economic 
climate. 

194. The main challenge facing the waste sector is perceived to be the pressures to rely on market 
forces to induce economic efficiency and long-term viability. There are concerns that relinquishing 
government control may undermine the significant progress made in the handling (though not elimination) 
of waste during the 1980s and 1990s. However, as mentioned above the chain approach does not intend to 
shift government control to the industry but merely promotes a more active role from industry in the entire 
material chain (not just the waste sector) and promotes better cooperation between government and 
industry. 

9.3.3 Potential Problems 

195. A major concern is that policy having a positive effect in one area (e.g. designing products that 
can be recycled more easily) may have a negative effect in another (e.g. products being made from 
materials with more energy-intensive extraction methods). This is part of the rationale for the chain 
approach; by looking at the entire chain serves to mitigate against this potentially detrimental effect. 

196. Another key concern is the financial burden of implementing such an approach. Whilst the 
material streams are assessed in terms of costs as well as environmental impact to ensure the most cost-
effective action is taken, the research and development to arrive at such solutions will be costly and 
industry may look to government to provide the necessary funding. However, the approach aims to not 
only identify new solutions to minimise environmental pressure throughout the whole life cycle also that it 
must be appealing from an economic perspective, otherwise they would not be sustainable. 

                                                      
64 Dutch Waste Management Association (2008) Jaarbericht Annual Review 
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197. With regards to the 20% reduction target, by providing a goal to which industry can work 
towards, this would in theory help to drive innovation throughout the chain, targeting flows that can be 
dealt with most cost effectively. It is not a binding target and there are no penalties tied to non-compliance 
but more operational targets for specific projects are formulated in cooperation between stakeholders, 
which are made binding by agreements/commitment. 

198. It is implicit that the environmental impact is measured in terms of LCA’s (tonnes of end-of-life 
waste, volume of CO2 emissions, pollution of toxic substances and land use possibly being the four most 
distinguishing environmental aspects). A key question may be how, where trade-offs are to be made, these 
will be dealt with in the performance assessment. 

9.4 Lessons Learned 

199. Some tentative lessons are drawn from the Dutch Chain-Oriented waste policy in its current 
form. Until the programme progresses and more information become available, the comments remain 
somewhat speculative. 

200. It is apparent that VROM wants to develop an integrated material chain policy. By this means, 
waste policy will be characterised by upstream measures, moving away from isolated end-of-pipe policies. 
However, if impacts across the whole of the chain are to be taken into account, the challenge is likely to 
arise in establishing who is responsible for how much of the change, and in seeking to incentivize any 
specific target, or make it enforceable. In this sense, the targets may be difficult to achieve unless it is clear 
who the target is addressing and what the consequences of non-compliance will be. The history of waste 
management in The Netherlands would suggest that the culture embraces targets as they are proven as an 
effective tool in waste policy, yet some of these targets have entailed similar organizations taking similar 
actions. The ‘stream’ based policy suggests that actions of varying impact will be required by different 
actors in the supply chain, and the more that one part of the chain achieves, the less will have to be 
achieved by another. 

201. The flexibility of the target was most likely decided upon because of the complexity of the 
system and the lack of accompanying information. Settling on a particular figure is somewhat arbitrary in 
this case because it is not a clearly defined activity and as such, the environmental impacts acting across 
material streams are not well documented. The LAP allows for revision once more information is obtained 
from the pilot projects, which will perhaps lead to a more clearly defined target. Therefore it is logical that 
the focus is initially on certain priority material streams, in order to feed these experiences back into the 
policymaking process. 

202. The claim that the pilot projects lead to new innovation is impossible to verify given the lack of 
available information. Assuming this is the case, given that companies were approached for the pilots on 
the basis of their ‘green’ credentials, the successes may be because these companies are more willing to 
take on the greener ideals. However, in order for any initiative to become accepted by the wider industry, 
there need to be pioneering companies that set the standards for others to follow, before a practise becomes 
a mainstream. 

203. One lesson that is clear is that industry will ask for financial and administrative support from the 
government to facilitate more innovative solutions. Unfortunately, it was not possible in this instance to 
obtain information as to the extent of fiscal stimulation required. 
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10. UK CLOTHING PRODUCT ROADMAP 

10.1 Background and Context 

204. Product roadmaps have been introduced as part of the UK Government’s programme for 
sustainable consumption and production. Sparked by a recommendation from the Sustainable Production 
Roundtable,65 roadmaps are seen as a novel way to drive change and to help meet EU commitments on 
Sustainable Consumption and Production. 

205. The aim is to improve the environmental performance (and understanding thereof) of ten priority 
products/product groups, by focussing on environmental, social and economic impacts at each stage of the 
life-cycle and building on existing initiatives to address those impacts. Roadmaps rely heavily on strong 
stakeholder involvement to produce voluntary action plans, which outline a range of commitments to 
enhance sustainability performance. 

206. Clothing was selected on the basis of a high ‘per unit impact’, coupled with rapid consumption.66 
The industry is characterised by low reuse and recycling rates and a lack of transparency and traceability 
means that consumer choices are driven by fashion rather than sustainability and longevity. Existing UK 
initiatives were found to be largely ineffective, such as the ‘Wash at 30oC’ campaign, which has been 
running for 5 years but has only been picked up by 28% of the UK population.67 

207. Being one of the most evolved roadmaps to date, there are some tentative lessons that can be 
drawn from its implementation. 

10.2 Timeline 

Sep 2007   UK Clothing Roadmap project launched. 

    The Evidence stage was initiated, followed by the Stakeholder Engagement stage. 

20 Feb 2009  The Sustainable Clothing Action Roadmap was launched at the start of London Fashion 
Week by Defra Minister Lord Hunt.68 

Sep/Oct 2009  Proposed launch of a new action plan. 

Feb 2010  Initial deadline for the lead to be handed over to industry. This deadline is currently 
under review. 

                                                      
65 Sustainable Development Commission (2006) I will if you will: Towards sustainable consumption, May 2006 
66 European Commission (2006) Environmental Impact of Products 
67 See ERM (2007) Mapping of Evidence on Sustainable Development Impacts that Occur in the Life cycles of 

Clothing, Report for Defra, December 2007 
68 The Sustainable Clothing Action Roadmap lists commitments made by UK based companies to increase 

sustainability in their operations. Further action plans to be released as new commitments are made. 
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10.3 Institutional Setting 

10.3.1 Government Departments 

208. The UK Clothing Product Roadmap is led by Defra’s Sustainable Products and Materials 
division. As it is initially being run by government as opposed to industry, the project warrants a greater 
degree of credibility and concerns over the initiative being significantly controlled by a group with a vested 
interest are likely to be dampened.  

209. BERR (Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform, now Business, Innovation 
and Skills, or BIS) and DFID (Department for International Development) are also involved, forming part 
of the stakeholder group. Defra approached these departments because of their potential interest in the 
project as a result of the cross-cutting nature of the roadmaps. The inclusion of DFID is particularly 
interesting as it suggests that concerns of a more ‘social’ and ‘ethical’ nature were being raised at an early 
stage in the development of the roadmap. 

210. As the sustainability approach becomes part of the business case, the running of the roadmap 
would have to sit with industry. Defra will always have a participatory role, however, as one of the lessons 
learned is that industry needs to be continually pushed by government so that commitments become more 
challenging.69 This may make the handover process itself one which will be interesting to observe. 

10.3.2 Industry 

211. Gathering input from a wide range of stakeholders was cited as a particularly effective way of 
focussing research and policy development.70 Defra approached organisations that had a proven track 
record of integrating sustainability into their operations (e.g. high street retailers, designers, textile 
manufacturers, government departments and textile industry associations). 

212. Organisations involved have the option to join The Clothing Action Plan Steering Group or one 
of the more specific Project Steering Groups, which inform the development of the programme. The latter 
consist of over 170 organisations that have an interest in the working groups. The Clothing Action Plan 
Steering Group is tasked with reviewing the project. 

10.3.3 International Relationships 

213. The UK’s clothing industry relies heavily on a global supply chain. China and India were 
identified as two of the biggest manufacturers of UK clothing: therefore work is underway between the 
Indian Government and the UK Government, and also with the China Roadmap Initiative. 

10.3.4 Funding 

214. Defra has funded both the coordination (e.g. stakeholder meetings, workshops and 
administration) and the underlying evidence studies.  

215. Parties who have committed to an action are responsible for funding that action. It is felt that an 
important lesson to take from this is that whilst it can be problematic to persuade actions on the basis that 
they are self-funded, Defra have managed in this case. It seems to work as an instrument. 

                                                      
69 Personal communication 
70 Personal communication 
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10.4 Effectiveness 

216. Organisations committed to action under the roadmap are obliged to submit information by an 
agreed deadline for monitoring and reporting purposes. The agreed template includes business metrics, 
such as ethical and environmental impacts, the latter in line with conventional life-cycle analysis reporting. 
There are no formal penalties for failing to report but the credibility and visibility of the project (for 
example the launch at London Fashion Week) is thought to be enough to incentivise compliance.71 Data 
will be compiled and disseminated by Defra, with a view to communicating the business case of 
integrating sustainability into operations. 

217. Already, actions are starting to be delivered – five actions have been completed so far. Whilst it 
is too early to evaluate these, anecdotally, businesses have cited the observed improvements and the 
positive response amongst the industry. It has been suggested that as a market based initiative, it is more 
powerful than, say, implementing a law. 

218. A significant issue confronting any attempt at evaluation will be distinguishing the actions 
undertaken as a result of the approach from what would have happened regardless. Companies were 
targeted because of a proven commitment to sustainability, and therefore are more likely to be those who 
continue to push sustainability at the core of their business. It is possible that companies may not have 
driven this forward without the conversations led by Defra, whilst it may also be the case that companies 
are more willing to go further in the knowledge that others are doing the same (the ‘I will if you will’ 
philosophy).72 

219. The action plan has been criticised for focussing too heavily on end-of-pipe issues, such as on the 
desirability of encouraging reuse and recycling. These actions have been defended on the basis that this 
will eventually encourage upstream interventions. In addition, most of the big players involved in the 
action plan actually committed to actions in most of the five areas. The actions taken up generally reflect 
where the organisation sits in supply chain. 

220. The UK clothing plan has further been criticised for sidestepping overseas impacts. As only two 
textiles manufacturers are in operation in the UK, however, the underlying research inherently included 
external impacts. The end-of-life phase, particularly in respect of re-use, may also have an international 
dimension with much of the clothing collected for re-use being sent abroad to foreign markets.  

221. The growing demand and supply of so-called ‘fast-fashion’ in the UK exacerbates the overall 
impact of the industry. The action plan has been criticised for not adequately tackling this issue: actions 
falling under the ‘Consumption Trends and Behaviour’ category are limited largely to Defra commitments 
to better understand and inform consumer behaviour. The Carbon Reduction Label, being implemented by 
Continental Clothing and Adili may only influence the behaviour of ‘greener’ consumers. The perceived 
problem with this is that “The green consumer alone cannot change the mass market”.73 

222. Unlike the Dutch approach, there are no overarching targets set. Actions are limited to individual 
companies, focussing on specific areas. Whilst there may be arguments against this more fragmented 

                                                      
71 Personal communication 
72 Personal communication 
73 Sustainable Development Commission (2007) Memorandum: Environmental Audit Committee Inquiry into 

Environmental Labelling: A response from the Sustainable Development commission, Available: http://www.sd-
commission.org.uk/publications/downloads/EAC_labelling_inquiry_SDC_response.pdf  
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approach, tailored solutions can make for more realistic and achievable goals. Also, actions may contribute 
to the evidence base and exemplify good practise (e.g. the carbon labelling pilot). 

10.5 Lessons Learned 

223. Significant emphasis has been placed on the work carried out with stakeholder groups. Input 
from industry has been said to focus the development of the project. To date, the roadmap seems to be 
working as an instrument whereby industry players make their own, self-funded commitments. A crucial 
element, however, is the facilitative/motivational role taken on by the government, triggering innovation 
and increasingly challenging commitments.  

224. As mentioned above, some have suggested that a market based initiative is more powerful than, 
say, a law. But only companies with ‘green’ credentials are involved at this stage,74 which would suggest 
that they are more likely to respond positively than the mass market. Presumably, some more formalised 
policy would be expected to affect all the targets actors in the chain, irrespective of their ‘green’ leanings. 
However, the nature of the issue may present some challenges in respect of setting harder policies. Broad-
based targets, supported by sanctions for industry, do not appear to be appropriate because of the 
intricacies and global nature of the supply chain. It might also be difficult to ascribe accountability when 
there are so many players involved.  

225. Time will tell if the pressure from the high profile nature of the programme will be enough to 
incentivise compliance to both seeing through the actions and reaching the monitoring deadlines, not to 
mention bringing more companies into the fold. Perhaps as customer awareness and demand intensifies 
and sustainability becomes more mainstream, then competitiveness will compel the wider industry to 
conform. 

226. This demand element is also key to reforming the market. It is not enough to just target 
manufacturing through policy measures. Influencing consumer behaviour would ideally be paramount. 
This is particularly prevalent with the clothing industry because the emergence of cheap, poorly 
constructed clothes serves to fuel behaviour typical of a ‘throw away’ society. The UK recession seems to 
have exacerbated this effect, as consumers are looking for a ‘cheap fix’, and waste treatment companies 
report a growing quantity of textiles in the waste stream. They have suggested that increasingly, items of 
clothing are purchased, worn once, and then thrown away as they are simply so cheap. More thought 
clearly needs to be invested in influencing lifestyle choices of the wider public and not just that of the 
‘green consumer’. 

                                                      
74 This is not to say that only minor players are involved; companies such as Marks & Spencer’s, Sainsbury’s and 

Tesco’s have all made commitments under the Clothing Roadmap. 
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11. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

11.1 Conclusions 

227. This work has incorporated a review of policies relevant to SMM, as well as a selection of case 
studies, which were designed to illustrate examples of how countries were carrying forward a more 
integrated approach to addressing SMM. Most of the case studies describe relatively recent experiences.  

The extensive review of SMM policies carried out as part of this work highlights the fact that the weight of 
experience, in terms of policies already in place, is with the ‘end-of-life’ stage of the life-cycle. The review 
does suggest, however, that the emphasis of policy makers has been shifting, increasingly, towards a whole 
life-cycle approach, emphasising the effects of production and consumption on the environment, and 
perhaps less commonly, their social and ethical consequences. 228. Managing materials sustainably 
across their whole life-cycle presents a challenge to policy makers. Sustainable materials management is a 
potentially far-reaching issue and a diverse range of policy instruments has been applied to address specific 
aspects of sustainable materials management. Through analysis of the case studies and review of the 
instruments in place, some key lessons regarding SMM policy and its implementation have been identified, 
from which more general conclusions and recommendations can be drawn.  

11.1.1 Key Principles 

229. Our case studies have focused upon seeking to understand not so much the discrete interventions 
made – many targeting end-of-life management – but programmes, action plans, and policies which have a 
more wide-ranging effect (across the life-cycle). The desk review of policies, on the other hand, highlights 
a range of policies already in use which address specific aspects of SMM (e.g. taxes, allowance trading 
schemes, product levies and labelling requirements).  

230. It is interesting to see that the more comprehensive approaches reviewed in the case studies have 
not readily translated into 'hard' policy. The complexity of the SMM issue, including its potential to bring 
into play a large number of different actors, as well as impacts which may take place in other countries, 
suggests that they are more easily addressed through innovative approaches or a combination of 
approaches which go beyond the traditional policy tools and which, in some cases, may not be easily 
categorized as ‘hard’ or ‘soft’. 

231. Much of the SMM activity under consideration in the case studies appears intended to address 
either environmental externalities or information failures. For example, green procurement policies might 
be considered as mechanisms through which procuring bodies seek to address the lack of internalisation of 
external costs. The approach suggests the fact that the ‘value’ of some bidders’ offerings might be 
obscured by the lack of internalisation of their relative environmental merits, and it is these which should 
be corrected for in the procurement exercise. The question arises, however, as to how this ought to be 
done. From a purely economic perspective, it could be argued that the procuring authority implicitly places 
a value on the ‘green’ product in preference to the alternatives. The question which follows is whether this 
‘value premium’ reflects the actual environmental benefits of the green alternative.  

232. Similarly, under EPEAT, which could be viewed as a means to overcome an information failure, 
it is uncertain how important the distinction between product ratings may be and as a consequence what, 
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for example, is the premium one should pay for a product meeting the gold standard as opposed to a 
product meeting a silver standard, or one which is not registered? This may be a very difficult question to 
answer, but the fact that it is such a difficult question to answer strikes at the heart of the matter where the 
development of policy is concerned.  

233. In general, it is surprising that there appears to have been very little by way of an attempt to value 
externalities and to discover whether the costs of SMM policies can be readily justified by the associated 
benefits. Indeed, the case studies give little indication that this has been a strong theme in the development 
of the policies examined with the possible exception of the work undertaken around the development of the 
UK’s Climate Change Act.  

11.1.2 Choice of Indicators  

234. The SMM policies discussed in case studies have tended not to be, in the first instance, market-
based instruments, although they might be used as part of the suite of measures used to deliver SMM. 
Some of the case studies highlight the fact that indicators play an important role in the development of 
SMM policy (e.g. in the Japanese case study).  

235. A key question, therefore, regarding SMM becomes ‘which indicators should be used?’ 
Furthermore, because the identification of an indicator might not, in and of itself, lead to the desired 
outcome, a subsidiary question is ‘which policy, or policies, will be used to drive outcomes in the desired 
direction?’  

236. The all-encompassing nature of SMM has led to the development of indicators that aim to 
directly measure sustainability of materials, e.g. the cyclical use rate used in Japan’s Sound Material Cycle 
Society. Theoretically, this indicator is very fitting but the key problem here is the lack of availability of 
data with which to calculate the indicator itself.  

11.1.3 Choice of Targets 

237. ‘Targets’ may take many forms.75 We distinguish targets from indicators in the sense that the 
former implies the setting of objectives for the future, whilst indicators may simply be used to track 
progress being made under a given measure.  

238. Many of the case studies appear to see target setting as central to their success. From the case 
studies, there appears to be a trade-off between the nature of targets and the breadth of their coverage. One 
can see a contrast between the UK, economy-wide target for GHG emissions, and the approach under 
EPEAT, where product standards are set for a wide range of different criteria affecting specific products.  

239. It would seem likely that, to the extent that targets are used as the basis for SMM policies, this 
trend is likely to continue.  

11.1.4 Measurability of Targets and Indicators  

240. The lack of quantitative data available with which to assess the case studies, across the more 
wide ranging SMM policies, partly reflects the recent nature of some policies, but it also reflects the nature 
of some targets being developed.   

                                                      
75 OECD (2009) Setting and Using Targets for SMM, ENV/EPOC/WGWPR(2009)11/FINAL 
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241. Some targets and indicators being set are not straightforward to measure, and many will not have 
been measured in the past (for example, in the case of the Japanese and Californian case studies). Issues of 
implementation arise here, and it is clear that much deliberation should be given to the setting of a target 
and the elaboration of the associated indicator when introducing such policies. Unless the relevant data are 
required to be recorded, targets and indicators may have limited worth. In addition, to establish whether 
there has been a noticeable change arising from the policies used, these indicators need to be considered 
against a relevant time series for the indicator. Arguably, what the policy should be seeking is a notable 
deviation from past trends. It is not clear to what extent this will be taken into account in the review of 
indicators and targets, especially if there is a lack of quality trend data on which to base these at the outset. 

242. The absence of any time series trends, therefore, makes it difficult to know whether a policy can 
be considered to have been successful or not (since one is, presumably, seeking to understand changes 
relative to re-existing trends, which may already be in a favourable direction). Of course, some ‘back-
casting’ may be possible in the case of some indicators where the data are available which enables such a 
calculation to be performed. 

243. Voluntary mechanisms aim to encourage behavioural change and are typically reliant upon 
stakeholder involvement to encourage buy-in from an early stage (in-line with SMM Policy Principle 4: 
Engage all parts of society to take active, ethically-based responsibility for achieving sustainable 
outcomes76), which makes individuals/organisations assume a certain degree of responsibility. This has 
been the case for the UK Clothing Roadmap and possibly, in future, the Dutch approach. Whilst this 
approach may generate responses from stakeholders, setting targets under this softer policy framework 
might not always lead to especially challenging targets. This is made more likely if those negotiating with 
Government are in possession of information which is not available to Government itself (the problem of 
asymmetric information). 

11.1.5 The Use of Expert Groups / Independent Bodies 

244. It is, perhaps, unsurprising, given the range of potential stakeholders and the range of interests 
which SMM may encompass, that many SMM policies reviewed tended to adopt an inclusive approach to 
the development of programmes, objectives and targets. Generally, policies have a greater chance of being 
implemented if there is buy-in from the parties concerned. This is strongly supported by the fourth SMM 
Policy Principle which suggests that SMM should, ‘Engage all parts of society to take active, ethically-
based responsibility for achieving sustainable outcomes.’  

245. It is not straightforward to develop targets, which are expected to affect industry, in a vacuum. 
These targets will affect many actors in the economy and so have the potential to be controversial. Without 
clear attempts to justify benefits with respect to costs, some form of consensus building may be necessary, 
and in many cases, it is unsurprising to see the case studies highlighting the role of independent expert 
groups. Generally, inclusion of an independent body in the institutional setting can, in the case of a public 
sector driven policy, ensure that a neutral position is maintained, and that the approach has a life beyond 
the next change in government. 

11.1.6 Hard vs. Soft Policy 

246. It is sometimes difficult to prove the extent to which voluntary mechanisms, or ‘soft policy 
mechanisms’ are effective because of the difficulty in understanding the level of changes relative to what 
might have occurred in the absence of the policy. This is especially true in the absence of relevant trend 
information, or where the mechanism is voluntary, and so, does not cover all actors. 

                                                      
76 OECD (2009) Policy Principles for Sustainable Materials Management, ENV/EPOC/WGWPR(2009)12/FINAL 
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247. Probably because of the complex and cross-cutting nature of the SMM concept, a substantial 
number of voluntary policy mechanisms appear to be being implemented. A challenge will be to translate 
these into hard policies. The review of the EU SCP suggests that hard policies are having more of an effect 
than the softer policy measures. The attempt by California to execute this transition as part of the 
California Green Chemistry Initiative has proven to be complex. A recurring issue is that of accountability 
across a chain of key stakeholders – a problem which may well be a key reason underlying the decision to 
implement voluntary initiatives in the first place. 

248. The UK’s Climate Change Act presents an example of a target which has the weight of support 
behind it to be translated into hard policy, including incentives, targets and sanctions which are designed to 
drive changes in behaviour. A combination of mandated targets and reporting requirements, supported by a 
strong institutional setting, provide the framework for reducing emissions up to 2050. This target will be 
supported by a range of subsidiary policies designed to drive behavioural change such that these targets are 
achieved.  

11.1.7 Effects outside the Originating Country 

249. Where sustainable materials management addresses itself to product design, then there is clearly 
potential for such approaches to have an effect beyond borders because of the global nature of the market-
place. Attempts to do this have been made in Japan with plans to extend their sound material-cycle 
philosophy across south-east Asia, by the UK Climate Change Act, which must consider aviation and 
shipping emissions in future, and EPEAT which has successfully expanded, albeit without a specific plan 
to do so, across forty countries.  

250. Lessons learned from the EPEAT case study show that using established standards has been an 
influential factor in EPEAT’s international success. Integration of accepted standards and labels is an 
efficient method of developing trust in a new system quickly.  

11.1.8 Integration 

251. Most SMM policies appear to have a focus, principally, on the environment. There is some 
movement to integrate the concept of SMM within broader considerations of the economy, but rather less 
has been made of the potential social consequences which are also central to SMM. 

252. There is some concern that if SMM is perceived as being part of an explicitly environmental 
agenda, SMM may remain marginalised as an issue and may continue to be detached from the mainstream 
economic agenda. At present, for example, the EU SCP is largely propelled through the environmental 
agenda and whilst there is a desire to green production processes, there has seemingly been little focus 
upon influencing levels of consumption.  

253. Integration of environmental issues into the more mainstream economic and financial discourse 
has been achieved through: the UK Climate Change Act (through the formation of DECC and centralised 
carbon budgeting which applies across all Departments); and mandated green public procurement which 
sets standards, as in the US, for minimum required environmental criteria which products being purchased 
must meet.  

254. More generally, economic instruments which seek to internalise environmental costs might show  
promise for improving integration of SMM within the broader economic framework. Tackling such a broad 
issue as ‘part of’ government, but one which does not ripple through the non-environmental (especially, 
financial and economic) government departments, is an approach to sustainable materials management 
which might be expected to gain more limited traction. Integrating the issue within the mainstream agenda, 
particularly of economic / finance ministries, is likely to be a more productive approach. This is especially 
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true where it is expected that public procurement policy can play a major role in shifting markets through 
the purchasing power it is capable of exerting. 
 

11.1.9 The ‘Life-cycle’ Beyond the Environment 

255. Some materials are of particular interest to SMM because of the issues that arise in their 
extraction / cultivation / production. Not all of the relevant sustainability issues are always ‘environmental’ 
ones, with social issues being a prominent reason for the UK examining clothing through its roadmaps.  

256. The other case studies are not so obviously concerned with social issues in the extractive phase. 
Indeed, there is perhaps a danger that a ‘life-cycle’ perspective is conflated with ‘life-cycle assessment’. 
Life-cycle assessment does not tend to concern itself with issues of social justice, or conflict. Even so, the 
role of commodities in provoking or sustaining conflict has become a major theme of international 
relations, whilst labour standards in some countries have become a cause for concern.  

257. In the international context, one lesson of the UK approach is that being concerned about SMM 
across the life-cycle cannot simply be reduced to a technical life-cycle assessment. Issues of social justice, 
the rights of humans, the effects on biodiversity of extractive / harvesting phases and the potential role 
being played by some commodities in sustaining civil wars need to be accounted for in a truly wide-
ranging approach to SMM. None of these issues are generally captured especially well in the somewhat 
location- and people-insensitive approach of life-cycle assessment.  

11.2 Recommendations 

258. It would be of some concern if some SMM policies were overlooked because they do not form 
part of a more encompassing ‘SMM approach’. There is no reason why a country could not be considered 
to be a leader in the area of SMM without explicitly recognising that what it had done was within a 
framework of SMM (though see Section 11.2.6 below). What is important is not the reason for the action, 
but the outcomes achieved and the way in which those outcomes have been achieved. SMM is, after all, 
only one way of describing an approach which has various close ‘synonyms’.  

259. One key reason for not being so concerned about whether countries explicitly adopt an ‘SMM 
approach’ or not is that SMM policy is, in any case, likely to be made up of a suite of policies working in 
combination. Typically, this suite will have started off as policies for waste management, and will include, 
in turn, policies for sustainable production and resource efficiency, and sustainable consumption).  

260. It seems reasonable to argue that no single policy will deliver all that SMM seeks to achieve (and 
certainly, if there is such a policy, it has not been apparent from our review). Consequently, whilst the 
more encompassing approach is to be welcomed (and aligns with SMM policy principle 3: ‘Use the full 
Diversity of Policy Instruments to stimulate and reinforce Sustainable Economic, Environmental and 
Social Outcomes’77), policies are likely to need to be focused upon delivering specific objectives within a 
broader programme. It might be argued, however, that such a piecemeal approach might not gain as much 
traction, looking forward, as one which is mainstreamed across different government departments (see 
Section 11.2.6). 

261. The following recommendations are intended to inform successful SMM policy development.  

                                                      
77 OECD (2009) Policy Principles for Sustainable Materials Management, ENV/EPOC/WGWPR(2009)12/FINAL 
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11.2.1 SMM Policy is not ‘Special’ 

262. It is important for policy makers not to lose sight of some of the more fundamental principles of 
public policy making. There is nothing ‘special’ about SMM that would lead one to believe that the rules 
governing what makes ‘good’ or ‘bad’ sense from the perspective of public policy apply differently to 
SMM than to other issues.  

263. From an economic perspective, the rationale for public policy intervention is usually premised 
upon the existence of market failures. These might relate to shortcomings in markets related to: 

a) Issues associated with the absence of property rights;  

b) The presence of environmental externalities (positive and negative);  

c) The presence of other externalities, including technological ones;  

d) The prevalence of search costs;  

e) The existence of transaction costs;  

f) The problem of imperfect information;  

g) The problem of asymmetric information;  

h) This is similar to the issue of consumption externalities;  

i) Government failure / issues of regulatory capture; and 

j) Issues of market power.  

264. It is generally accepted that these market failures have specific remedies related to the nature of 
the failure itself. Some market failures may be specific to a given product / service market, but others are 
clearly more generalised. For example, if emissions of NOx are not internalised in one sector of the 
economy, it might well be the case that they are not internalised in others.  

265. In principle, first best policies would involve internalisation of environmental externalities 
through the price mechanism, and addressing other market failures, for example an information failure, so 
that they improve the efficiency of the market mechanism. This would allow markets to allocate resources 
in line with the interplay of supply and demand. It is not obvious from the SMM policies identified that 
this methodology has been widely adopted. A sufficiently strong rationale should underlie the development 
of policy, and this rationale should be made clear. Policy makers should seek to inform their objectives and 
targets through appraisal of costs and benefits where possible. 

11.2.1.1 Limitations to Developing ‘First Best’ Policies 

266. In practice, there are a number of obstacles to the straightforward application of first best 
instruments to address market failures, especially in the context of commodities and products which are 
widely traded across national boundaries, and where misaligned policies can cause complications. 
Notwithstanding this point, however, the principle ought still to guide policy development.  

267. Where it is not possible to understand environmental costs, but where there are clearly gains to be 
made in environmental terms, this does not mean those gains should necessarily be foregone. Here, it 
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seems that SMM policy development has sought to understand what might reasonably be possible, rather 
than what might be ‘efficient’ in strict terms, often through dialogue with a range of stakeholders and 
through setting targets on the basis of such dialogue. This would appear to be an acceptable approach in the 
context of development of products, or acceptable standards for a given activity, though it may run the risk 
of lacking dynamism (see Section 11.2.4). 

268. In other cases, such as in respect of climate change, it may well be that target setting is a more 
appropriate approach if the scientific evidence supports the view that the desired level of abatement is 
known with greater certainty than the associated damage costs. However, care needs to be taken to ensure 
that where a narrow range of emissions or indicators is targeted that so-called ‘burden shifting’ does not 
occur (where addressing one problem potentially worsens another to an unjustified extent). 

269. In short, whilst SMM may constitute a new ‘way of addressing’ environmental problems, the old 
rules regarding the design of policy instruments ought still to apply. 

Recommendation 1:  

SMM policy development is no different to policy development in other areas. The aim should be to 
address failings in the market, and as far as possible, the benefits of policy should outweigh the 
costs of its deployment. 

 

11.2.2 Life Cycle Assessment and Cost Benefit Analysis 

270. Much of the analysis undertaken in the context of SMM policies rests more on life-cycle 
assessment (LCA) than on an attempt to understand the costs of environmental damage through economic 
valuation, and application of principles of cost benefit analysis (CBA). 

271. LCA approaches may help to identify differences in potential environmental impacts from 
different approaches to production, or to different consumption decisions. They are unlikely, however, to 
give an indication of the economic implications of these differences. The reality is that at present, for many 
of the environmental issues being addressed through SMM policies (Green Chemistry being a good 
example), there are considerable difficulties to be faced in valuing the associated externalities.  

272. Consequently, the basis for understanding how significant the environmental problems are from 
an economic perspective is rather weak at present. In the absence of such an understanding, it may be 
difficult for policy-makers to develop policies which are economically justifiable, and this might become 
more important over time as SMM seeks to become more entrenched within economic and financial 
decision making (as has happened in the case of carbon budgets in the UK).  

273. It is worth seeking to understand where the linkages between life-cycle assessment and cost-
benefit analysis are weakest. Most economic valuation studies are focused on the impacts of air pollutants, 
whilst rather few tend to allow for assessment of externalities, at the margin, of emissions to water, or to 
soil. If, in future, policies are to be designed which seek to address the impacts across the life-cycle of 
different activities, arguably, in the interests of ensuring that policy is designed with regard to the 
economic impact, there needs to be an improved understanding of the value of some of the life-cycle 
impacts which are being addressed. Economic consequences do not however emerge through a LCA. So, 
whilst a life-cycle approach is considered important, and might be deemed to be in-line with SMM Policy 
Principle 2 ‘Design and manage materials, products and processes for safety and sustainability from a life-
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cycle perspective’78 there is a strong argument for using both LCA and cost-benefit analysis (and other 
methodologies as relevant) to inform studies pertaining to SMM. This point is well made in an OECD 
study on methodologies relevant to SMM, which was produced in 2007.79. From a policy-maker’s 
perspective a CBA can help to understand the cost of implementing the policy relative to the benefits. 
Without this information in-hand a policy-maker would be insufficiently informed to have a true 
perspective regarding the economic implications of a policy.  

274. Of all the case studies, possibly the only one where there has been consideration of external costs 
has been in the context of the UK Climate Change Act. Interestingly, the UK approach has shifted away 
from one that is based upon damage costs (which, where climate change is concerned, are highly 
uncertain) and has moved towards a target-based approach on the basis that high (and certain) levels of 
reduction will be required to stabilise climate. In this context, the social costs of carbon now being used to 
evaluate UK projects in respect of climate change are assumed to be related to the costs of the marginal 
abatement required to achieve a given level of reduction in emissions80. Notwithstanding the critical views 
which have been levelled at some of the work underpinning the UK’s approach, Government has been able 
to argue that the costs of action are greater than the costs of inaction. 

275. Generally, therefore, we note a reliance upon life-cycle assessment in current SMM policy 
making, but we also highlight the difficulties which need to be addressed in moving from life-cycle 
‘problem identification’ to economic ‘problem valuation’. The emphasis on addressing impacts across the 
life-cycle through life-cycle assessment alone (as opposed to a ‘life-cycle-assessment-informed’ 
assessment of environmental costs and benefits) raises the possibility that when policies are implemented, 
they might not be especially efficient from an economic perspective.  

Recommendation 2:  

There are limitations in the extent to which first best policies can be applied at present. In order to 
overcome some of these, it is recommended that a more focused effort is made to ensure that 
more work is undertaken to make stronger links between impacts identified as important in life-
cycle assessment, and the valuation of these through economic techniques.  

 

11.2.3 The Nature of Targets 

276. Notwithstanding the above points regarding the difficulties of gaining buy in from industry where 
costs and benefits are not so clearly identifiable, it seems likely that target / standard based policies will 
continue to play a strong role in SMM policy in the foreseeable future81. 

277. Indeed, if ‘addressing the life cycle’ of products and materials is difficult to operationalise as a 
single policy, then in the absence of the use of market based instruments, one question becomes how one 
sets the relevant targets which one seeks to meet. Here, it seems that independent expert groups have a role 
to play in lending some objectivity to what might otherwise become a somewhat heated debate. Reliance 
                                                      
78 OECD (2009) Policy Principles for Sustainable Materials Management, ENV/EPOC/WGWPR(2009)12/FINAL 
79 OECD (2008), A Study on Methodologies Relevant to the OECD Approach on Sustainable Materials Management, 

ENV/EPOC/WGWPR(2007)5/FINAL, OECD, Paris  
80 DECC (2009) Carbon Valuation in UK Policy Appraisal: A Revised Approach. Climate Change Economics, 

Department of Energy and Climate Change, July 2009. 
81 OECD (2009) Setting and Using Targets for SMM, ENV/EPOC/WGWPR(2009)11/FINAL 
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upon such groups might become especially important in schemes such as the Dutch one if it is intended 
that the targets for a given ‘stream’ are to be apportioned across parts of the supply chain. 

278. There appears to be something to be said for ensuring that the nature, and range, of the targets is 
suited to the size of the entity being targeted. For example, where producers of specific products are 
concerned, it might be more appropriate to target a wider range of performance criteria, as with EPEAT. At 
the other extreme, where the addressee is the whole economy, it might be appropriate to target a small 
range of ‘macro-level’ indicators. Climate change has been used in the UK context, though not specifically 
with regard to SMM. In principle, one could imagine that indicators such as Domestic Material 
Consumption could be targeted at the macro-level in future. In between this, sectoral level or material-
based policies, such as in the Dutch case, could use a moderate range of indicators. 

279. In general, one might suppose that the more heterogeneous is the range of actors / activities being 
included within the scope of the target, then arguably, the narrower the range of targets ought to be. It has 
to be recognised, however, that setting targets alone will not generally guarantee that they will be met.  

11.2.3.1 Targeting What Can be Measured 

280. In light of the above discussion, it seems entirely sensible to ensure that targets should relate to 
what can easily be measured. Although this might seem self-evident, it is not always a principle that is 
respected in practice. Concepts with theoretical appeal might not always be amenable to implementation, 
or at least, not without incurring significant administrative costs. 

11.2.3.2 The Potential for Burden Shifting 

281. Targeting one specific effect raises the possibility that ‘burden shifting’ will take place. For 
example, one may target reductions in GHGs, but actions may lead to an increase in emissions of other air 
pollutants. This may be an issue which affects the UK in the future. The use of carbon capture and storage 
on coal fired power stations provides an interesting example of a technology which could reduce GHG 
emissions, but may lead to increases in emissions of other conventional air pollutants, such as oxides of 
sulphur and nitrogen, and particulate matter. 

282. Care needs to be taken to monitor the ‘side-effects’ of policy such that burden shifting does not 
occur to an unacceptable extent. 

11.2.3.3 Revising Targets and Standards? 

283. As noted above, SMM policy in its broad sense tends to be focused upon target setting with 
relatively little by way of market-based instruments, with the exception of the use of product labelling / 
categorisation to inform procurement decisions. One of the potential benefits of economic instruments is 
that they generate dynamic incentives for continuous improvement in product design.  

284. The setting of standards for products may have the effect of limiting the incentive for further 
improvement if the standards are not revised with sufficient frequency. It seems relevant to distinguish 
between targets set for the longer term at the macro (economy-wide) level, and others being set on a 
relatively short-term horizon for products (especially those where the products themselves have shown a 
tendency for rapid technological innovation).  

285. If targets and standards are to drive change, then those at the macro-level need to be sufficiently 
ambitious to drive change forward and make clear the direction of travel, preferably for the longer-term. 
This will give investors greater confidence to develop technologies and techniques which effectively 
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respond to the targets being set. Arguably, these should be relatively ambitious, though periodic revisions 
at pre-determined dates may be desirable. 

286. Those setting targets at the micro- or product level might be advised to ensure that a fairly 
automatic, and more frequent, mechanism for revision of the targets is in place (with the period between 
revisions arguably reflecting the nature of the products). EPEAT has recognised the fast-moving pace of 
the electronics market by allowing an online self-declaration registration system which allows products to 
become very quickly EPEAT registered. It is questionable however whether or not the criteria will evolve 
over time in order to continually raise the bar in this area of innovative design. Without such changes, 
EPEAT standards could become far too easily met.  

287. Lessons could be drawn from Japan’s Top Runner Program. This dynamic system uses the most 
efficient model on the market and then stipulates that the efficiency of this model should become the 
standard within four to eight years. This system does more to encourage continuous innovation and 
development across producers of the product concerned.  

Recommendation 3:  

To the extent that target-based measures continue to be seen as important:  

o In measures affecting the whole life-cycle or products / material streams, objective opinion from 
expert groups is likely to be important in setting targets (and apportioning targets across actors 
with responsibilities in different stages of the life-cycle); 

o All targets should be readily measurable. 

o Care should be taken to ensure burden-shifting does not occur to an undesirable extent; 

o Macro- based targets affecting the whole economy should be small in number, sufficiently 
ambitious to drive change (and to give investors confidence that the change will be pursued 
strongly), and revised periodically over time through pre-announced reviews; 

o Micro-based targets and standards affecting specific products can be larger in number, and 
should be revised frequently so as to provide a continuous driver for change. 

 

11.2.4 Standards in Product-related Policies 

288. In terms of product standards, and perhaps sectoral ones as well, there is evidence that the actions 
of one country can affect the actions of others, particularly where the country taking action in respect of 
products is a major consuming country, or group of countries. There is a wide body of literature regarding 
the way in which markets can become ‘locked-in’ to standards. To the extent that this effect might be 
anticipated to occur increasingly widely, then there may be an increasingly strong rationale for groups 
working at an international level to agree the appropriate scope for standards, if not, their appropriate level 
as well.  

289. International cooperation could be sought in the development or implementation of certain SMM-
related policies as a means of increasing their efficiency and success. This could be an area where the 
OECD itself could help support the initiative.  

Recommendation 4:  
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There may be a role for the OECD in contributing to the development of product-based standards 
since the internationally traded nature of many products can lead to standards developed in one 
country becoming a de facto international standard. 

 

11.2.5 Policy Coherence 

290. Conventional wisdom suggests that applying one policy to one addressee is the approach which is 
simplest to design, and most straightforward to implement. The sheer breadth of scope of SMM has the 
potential to lead to the opposite effect, and indeed, the literature review describes a quite complex web of 
policies.  

291. If policies are developed with specific emphasis on some targeted material / product streams, the 
challenge becomes one of seeking to minimise distortions across product and material streams (because 
some are considered to be of greater priority than others). 

292. Indeed, if SMM action plans and programmes have objectives affecting many sectors, then there 
is likely to be a need for more than one specific policy. This conclusion clearly aligns with the third SMM 
Policy Principle, ‘Use the full diversity of policy instruments to stimulate and reinforce sustainable 
economic, environmental and social outcomes’82. As such, it should be expected that approaches to SMM 
will be characterised by a range of policies rather than just one.  

293. The challenge will most certainly be to ensure the coherence of these policies across sectors, 
materials and waste streams. This is a challenge which confronts those, such as the UK, for example, 
seeking to meet climate change targets. Here, an over-arching target is to be met, but with some sectors 
already included in a trading scheme (the EU Emissions Trading Scheme) and with others outside, there is 
already a situation in which different policy instruments are being used to address different sectors. Indeed, 
Guidance from Government regarding the social costs of GHG emissions suggests that these should be 
valued differently depending upon whether the emissions take place from sectors inside or outside the EU 
Emissions Trading Scheme. Maintaining internal consistency of policy will not be entirely straightforward. 
Clearly, in the UK case, the situation might be greatly improved if all sectors were treated equally for the 
purposes of the relevant emissions (either through all sectors being covered by a trading scheme, or 
through application of a uniform levy on emissions across all sectors). 

11.2.5.1 The Case of Public Procurement 

294. Through introduction of required minimum procurement standards, which are often demonstrated 
through eco-labelling systems such as EPEAT, Energy Star and EU Flower, standards can very simply be 
raised. If companies are producing products which are not compliant with the required minimum standard 
they are excluding themselves from a very significant share of the market – so there is a strong incentive to 
become compliant, or to register with a labelling scheme.  

295. The EU green public procurement case study demonstrated that many countries were currently 
not implementing an effective system of green procurement, despite possibly thinking they were. The 
EPEAT case study provides an interesting insight into how a voluntary labelling system might become 
more significant in the context of mandated procurement requirements that are widely applied.  

                                                      
82 OECD (2009) Policy Principles for Sustainable Materials Management, ENV/EPOC/WGWPR(2009)12/FINAL 
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296. Public procurement is also a key means of mainstreaming SMM (as discussed in Section 11.2.6). 
Introducing sustainability requirements though a financial strategy will ensure that sustainability is 
considered across all Departments, regardless of their overarching roles.   

297. Furthermore, although most commonly associated within the public sector, sustainable 
procurement can just as simply be applied in the private sector. As issues of sustainability rise up the 
mainstream agenda, no doubt some leading companies will have developed their own approaches to 
procurement. For many smaller companies, without the time to devote to understanding which product is 
better or worse than another, they will be further encouraged to follow the public sector’s lead and 
implement minimum procurement standards where relevant information is made available in a clear and 
unambiguous manner.  

298. Public procurement policies should, however, have to consider the implications of other policies 
already exerting an effect in the environmental domain. This is particularly important where policies are in 
place that already internalise a proportion of the external costs which green procurement criteria seek to 
make allowance for. For example, if the intention is to procure services which use less transport fuel, then 
if some of the externalities of fuel use are already internalised through a levy, the policy should not, strictly 
speaking, make allowances for the service using less fuel over and above the extent to which the 
externality has not already been internalised.  

299. This matter is likely to become increasingly complex to deal with as the range of policies in place 
grows, and especially, given the free movement of goods and services across borders (with different 
policies in place). In principle, if green procurement policies are considered as means of correcting for the 
absence of mechanisms which internalise environmental and social impacts, the more these are internalised 
in policy, the less justification there is for the application of green procurement (procurement will already 
have been ‘greened’, so to speak). 
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Recommendation 5:  

As environmental (and other) policies become more prevalent, so does the degree to which 
environmental costs are internalised by policy changes. SMM policies need to ensure that specific 
externalities are internalised in a consistent manner across the board. Furthermore, where some 
specific policies are concerned, such as Green Procurement, explicit attention needs to be given to 
the extent of internalisation of environmental costs so as to ensure that green procurement criteria 
are not applied to a procurement process that has already been ‘greened’.  

 

11.2.6 Mainstreaming SMM 

300. A challenge for all policymakers in the SMM field is that in order for a programme of policies to 
gain traction, then especially if the aim is to influence consumption as well as production, the approach 
benefits from the involvement of ministries of finance / economic development / trade and industry. Where 
policies are mainstreamed in this way, they have a greater chance of working across the economy, and 
across the life-cycle. In addition, as the Japanese example suggests, such mainstreaming also allows for 
economic benefits to be more clearly appreciated by finance ministries. 

301. Government departments might have, traditionally, competing views regarding, for example, the 
application of environmental policies to specific key industrial sectors of the economy. Indeed, their raison 
d’être may imply that they should adopt (at least initially) opposing stances. Generating consensus across 
what are often divergent views is not straightforward. Consequently, such mainstreaming can be difficult 
to achieve.  

302. A good example of what can be achieved in this respect is provided by the case study of the UK 
Climate Change Act. Here, arguably it has been the magnitude of the issue under consideration, as well as 
the high priority accorded to the issue by both the incumbent government and opposition political parties, 
that has led to the embedding of budgets for climate change gases alongside the annual budget statement 
generated by the UK Treasury. This leads to the high priority accorded to the target itself.  

303. This type of approach could constitute a template for other SMM-related indicators / targets. To 
the extent that such a target, or targets, can be identified, setting annual targets alongside annual budget 
statements might be an interesting model. 

304. Other mechanisms for such mainstreaming could include the use of instruments which have an 
economic element to them. Ministries of Finance tend to be far more involved in the design and 
implementation of tax policies than in, say, setting standards for specific products. As such, considering 
economic instruments as the basis for SMM policy might lead to better integration into mainstream policy 
development. Alongside this, however, would come the added complexities of generating consensus across 
Ministries regarding the desirability of a given course of action. 

11.2.7 The Need to Address Consumption as Well as Production 

305. SMM policies are beginning to focus more strongly on the production and consumption stages of 
a material’s life-cycle. The two are inter-related: consumption is a very powerful driver for change in 
production systems. As the demand for increased product sustainability increases over time, producers are 
encouraged to invest in research so as to develop innovative new production processes in order to supply 
their customers. In due course, this may become a driver for product differentiation among producers as 
they seek to derive a competitive edge in the market place. This will further encourage research and 
innovative product design.  
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306. Harnessing these drivers is central to the EU’s approach to Sustainable Consumption and 
Production, although some have suggested that so far, the emphasis is more strongly on cleaner production 
than on changing consumer behaviour. The EPEAT study suggests that producers will enjoin in a race to 
the top, in terms of environmental performance, as long as there are benefits to them from doing so. In the 
EPEAT case, the benefits come through ‘not being excluded’ from public (and private) procurement 
exercises where specific standards have been attained. 

307. Consumer demand for more efficient energy-using products is becoming more prevalent because 
of the obvious cost savings to the consumer. The difficulty with certain material streams, such as clothing, 
is that these financial savings do not obviously apply (indeed the opposite may be true in some cases). 
Even if they did, the possibility of a rebound effect might mean that savings in one area lead to additional 
consumption in another,  

308. It is difficult to separate this issue – of addressing consumption – from the matter of the choice of 
appropriate policies. First best policies – internalising environmental costs through levies – would affect 
product prices. This would be expected to affect demand for all products, with demand shifting in favour of 
those that are lower in cost once these externalities have been internalised.  

309. In the absence of these instruments, demand for increased sustainability of products can be 
formalised through public procurement standards or through labelling to assist the purchasing decisions of 
consumers. Implementing minimum procurement standards can further drive producers to meet the 
required minimum, without which they would be excluding themselves from public sector spending.  

310. In many areas of concern to SMM, sustainable procurement can play a major role. It seems 
important also to mention that private companies also wish to make their supply chains more sustainable. 
Many companies, however, have insufficient time and resources to investigate fully the consequences of 
all purchasing decisions. The role of sustainable public procurement, therefore, should be not only to guide 
public procurement to more sustainable consumption decisions, but also, to develop lists / criteria etc. 
which enable private companies also to shift their consumption patterns to more sustainable products and 
services. Informing the market and thereby helping to overcome information failures in the market, is what 
matters. 

Recommendation 6:  

If SMM policies are to become integrated within the wider economic context, then: 

o Policy makers need to engage across what are often awkward departmental divides; 

o There would appear to be merit in seeking to have included, within the wider financial and 
budget setting process, key SMM targets; and 

o The use of market based instruments, specifically, measures designed to internalise 
environmental (and social) costs, is likely to attract more attention. These will also have an 
effect on consumption through their influence on demand. 

 

11.2.8 Non-environmental Issues 

311. Sustainability is often deemed to be synonymous with an environmental agenda, but whilst 
having environmental issues as a key component, it must be borne in mind that it includes social issues too. 
SMM therefore represents a more encompassing approach which is not amenable to measurement through, 
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for example, Life Cycle Assessment alone. It is not coincidental that areas where precious commodities are 
extracted are commonly afflicted with civil war, human rights infringements and poor international 
relations. Well-known examples are those of oil and diamond extraction, but to a lesser extent, the same 
applies in the case of a far broader range of materials, including, for example, tropical timber. If SMM-
policy is to be the truly ‘all-encompassing’ approach it seeks to be, then SMM policy instruments should 
seek to account for both environmental and non-environmental issues. With the exception of the UK 
Clothing Roadmap, this has not been clearly demonstrated through the case studies examined. This final 
recommendation is reinforced through SMM Policy Principle 3: ‘Use the full Diversity of Policy 
Instruments to stimulate and reinforce Sustainable Economic, Environmental and Social Outcomes’83. 

Recommendation 7: 

The emphasis, thus far, has been on the environmental impacts of SMM. SMM policies need to 
have regard to social and economic issues, as well as environmental ones.  
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